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INAUGURATION

Inauguration day
off sparks debate
Some faculty upset at different treatment for MLKDay

L

ISA ROSATO
senior writer

As the university begins its
week-long celebration for
JMU President Linwood
Rose's inauguration, some
faculty
members
and
students have mixed feelings
about having a day off for
Friday's inauguration.
Richard Lippke, philosophy and religion professor,
said he thinks that canceling
classes for the inauguration is
inappropriate.
"He's been president
already for a year," Lippke
said. "If they wanted to have
something, they could have
had it on a Saturday. Anyone
who is really interested
would come. We are here to
educate, not to put on events
for administrators."
Lippke plans to hold

classes on Friday, and
therefore won't be attending
the inauguration.
"I would be skeptical
about how many students
will attend [the ceremony] of

We are here
to educate, not
to put on events
for adminiy>
strators.
Richard Lippke
philosophy/religion professor
their own free will," he said.
"The university should give
people their money back if
they are going to give days
off for frivolous reasons."
Cynthia Gilliatt, associate

professor of English, said she
thinks a day off is justifiable.
"It's a new start for JMU
and 1 hope it means we are
going to have some fresh
ideas, a change of direction,"
she said.
Although Gilliatt said she
thinks a lot of students will
take it as a day off, she sees
that as their misfortune.
"If you are only here for
four years, then you are
unlikely to see one of these,"
she said. "It is a reaffirmation
of what the core values of this
university are all about. It's
important for the morale of
the faculty and the students
to celebrate the good things
about the university."
The last inauguration was
for former JMU president
Ronald Carrier in 1971.
Gilliatt said she thinks there
probably won't be another
see DA Y page 9

Mandatory attendance
Freshman class
required to go to
inauguration
NICOLE STONE
^contributing writer
Unlike upperclassmen at
JMU, the freshman class
doesn't have a choice
whether or not to attend
President Rose's inauguration on Friday — for them
it is mandatory. •
The Inaugural Committee
proposed this event be
required for freshmen as part

Pedestrian Etiquette 101
■ It seems as though drivers and
pedestrians are having more problems. One dnver is fed up. Read
what she has to say. Page 11

of their orientation program.
This is the only orientation
event that is required;
students are only strongly
encouraged to attend the
other events.
Steve Grande, director of
orientation, said, "It is
important for freshmen to get
a sense of what their
expectations are at JMU, and
we feel that inauguration will
help set a standard for that."
Because they are new to
JMU, Grande 'said it is
important for freshmen to be
present at the historic event
so they can become more
acclimated to the JMU

community.
Some freshmen said they
think it's unfair to make
inauguration mandatory for
only their class. Freshman
Stephanie Srskic said, "It
shouldn't be mandatory for
freshmen to go because it
separates the classes. If
freshmen have to go, so
should everyone else."
Grande said it is nearly
impossible to take attendance
and enforce that all freshmen
attend the event.
Grande
said,
"The
expectation is that all
see FRESHMEN page 9

Derick Pack (34) and Mark Coates (9) work hard in 1st quarter when
Dukes were struggling. But fortunes changed as JMU won first of year.

Dukes freeze out
Huskies, 29-21
II

IKE GESAR10
sports editor

At first, it looked like the Dukes
were going to be in for another
long night.
Just like last
JMU 29, NEU 21 Saturday, JMU
put together a
big play early in
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game
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■ KEYPLAYST
Linebacker Zeb
Clark forces a fumble, stopping a
Northeastern drive
with 1:58 left in in

this time it was
a 44-yard recept«on by junior
wide receiver
Lindsay Fleshman And just

SSTK!
were behind, 140.
■ Delvin Joyce
returns punt 51
yards for TD. makme score 14-10.
■ NEU QB fumbles
at start of 3rd qtr.

[Was. week in
nlacksburg,
JMU failed to
take advantage
of the big p)ay

.? u n
h™g the ball
over on a fumble.

Northeastern scored on its first
possession and later capitalized on
a botched punt attempt and had a

14-0 lead with 3 minutes 48 seconds remaining in the first quarter.
"I was glad it wasn't 35-0 [at
halftime] as bad as we played,"
JMU Coach Mickey Matthews said.
"We had four turnovers in the first
half plus a punt blocked."
But Northeastern could not put
the Dukes away. JMU junior linebacker Zeb Clark made a key play
when he forced a fumble, which
was recovered by senior linebacker
Mike Luckie on his own 20-yard
line, to stop a Northeastern drive
with 1:58 left in the first quarter
and give JMU an opportunity to
get back into the game.
The Dukes took advantage of
Clark's play and when the dust settled, it was JMU that came out on
top, winning its first game under
Matthews, 29-21.
Junior tailback and special teams
player Delvin Joyce was a key factor in turning the Dukes' evening
around.
see DUKES page 29

Spearing the Cavaliers

Take a Hike

IEE3I

The JMU women's soccer team beat the No.
13 Virginia Cavajiers for the first time in its
10-year history Friday. Beth Burgess scored
twice in the Dukes' 2-1 victory. Page 25.

JMU sits smack in the middle of a
region famous for its hiking trails.
Learn where to go, what to pack and
what to wear. Pages 20-21

Rockin' Around the Quad
■ The Rock-a-pella festival
rocked the Quad last night.
To find out what went on,
check inside. Page 15
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In other matters, campus police
report the following:

ce reporter
A JMU student was judicially
referred
for
underage
consumption of alcohol on Sept. 3
at 11 -25 p.m. at the entrance gate
of Greek Row.
The attencing officer reportedly
was toid the victim had been at a
party prior to the incident and the
victim stated 'had only two
drinks."
While in the process of being
transported to the Rockingham
Memorial Hospital emergency
room, the victim became
physically ill as a result of alcohol
poisoning and vomited on the
police officer.

Drug Violation
• A JMU student is under
investigation for a drug violation
occurring in Blue Ridge Hall on
Sept. 8 at 9 p.m.
Alcohol Poisoning
• A JMU student walking home
from an off-campus party on
Sept. 4 at 5:12 a.m. was
reportedly found to have had
alcohol poisoning after falling
down on the sidewalk outside of
Harrison HaH.
The student was transported to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
emergency room where he was
treated.

Underage Possession of

Alcohol
• Jonathan C. Bogese, 18, of
Chester, was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on Sept. 5
at 150 am. on the north side of
Hoffman Hall.
• Rachel E. Gallagher, 19. of
Hatboro, Pa., was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on Sept 9
at 1:20 a.m. on the north side of
Hoffman Hall.
• Mark D. Thorell, 19, of
Hingham, Mass., was arrested
and charged with underage
possession of alcohol on Sept. 10
at 1:27 a.m. at the intersection of
Bluestone and Newman drives.

"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which liave been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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Petty Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a hang tag from a
vehicle left unlocked in G-lot on
Sept. 6 between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly removed a receipts
envelope containing $75 from PC
Dukes on Sept. 6 between 1:57
p.m. and 11:30 p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a hang tag from a
vehicle in G-lot on Sept. 8 at
12:45 p.m.
The tag is BZ 528 and belongs
to a JMU staff member.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a JAC card from a
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LOCATION
The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall
Cleveland
Duke

see POLICE LOG page 9
South Main St.

DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
w Arts and Sciences Symposium speaker, Peter Plagens, art critic for
Neivsiveek magazine presents "What's Right and What's Wrong with
Contemporary American Art," 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre, call x6216
it Primetime, 8 p.m., The Festival, sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, call Uura at 434-6243
it Society for Human Resource Management Informational Meeting,
5:30 p.m., Zane Showker G3, call Matt at 564-2836
■» Spring Break Leaders Interest Meeting for alternative spring breaks, 9
p.m., Taylor 306, call Kathleen at x6366

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
it JMU Forensics team organizational meeting 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger 5

r, SEPTEMBER 15
Avg. dairy massage breakdown for Fortune 1000 workar

KEEPING
IN TOUCH
Phone
E-mail
14
Voicemail
Fax
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1

» JMU Equestrian Club Meeting 8 to 9 p.m., Taylor 302, call Bonnie at
x5446 or e-mail at hardinbk
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WEATHER

it Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored by Weslev Founy
dation, call Ben at 434-3490
' y

FRIDAY: Scattered T-Storms,
high 82°F, low 63F
SATURDAY: , Scattered T-Storms
high 75°F, low 57°F
SUNOAY: Isolated T-Storms,
high 77°F, low 54°F
MONDAY: Partly cloudy,
high 78°F, low 57°F

it Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored bv Weslev
y
Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490
.

CLASSIFIEDS

MARKET WATCH

How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.

« See You at the Pole, 7 a.m., flag pole in front of Wilson Hall, sponsored by Baptist Student Union

AMEX
"•Hut

t-. / i:

« InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m., AnthonvSeeger 25, call Sarah at 574-4980

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

it JMU Yoga Club classes, 5 p.m., Taylor 307, e-mail Kai at safranka

AnthonySeeger

■Sir Honors Program Brown Bag Lecture, The Rev. Rick Hill, coordinator
of Interfaith Ministries at JMU, presents "Loving Yourself: Five Ways
You Can Reach Higher," 12:20 to 1:10 p.m., Hillcrest Reception Room,
x6953
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INAUGURATION SPECIAL
Sept. 13-24

u West Water Street
Band

PURPLE
&

Tuesday Wight

GOLD PAPER

9:20-12:00
O^ per sheet

and get
50% off any appetizer(all Tuesdays through September-)
No Cover Charge-but
Donations are Accepted!

.79*
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i
60 West Water St.
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SGA ELECTIONS!
Vote for Class Council and off-campus Senators
September 14th from 10am to 5pm at three convenient
campus locations!!!

stop by
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Rape Trial Delayed
The trial of a Harrisonburg man
accused of raping a JMU student at
the 600 block of Walnut Lane on April
10 will not begin until at least
December because physical evidence isn't ready, the Daily NewsRecord reported on Sept. 7.
Non-student Francis Geovani
Calix-Cruz, of Norwood St., was
scheduled to stand trial last
Thursday. However, his attorney,
Dabney Overton, requested the
postponement last week.
Overton said in the DN-R that the
physical evidence in the case is
being evaluated by a state forensic
lab, but the analysis isn't ready and
the defense needs the results as part
of its case.
In the April 15 issue of The Breeze,
HPD Captain of Operations M.F.
Wilfong said the incident was not an
acquaintance rape and said the victim was taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital for follow-up testing and then released.

Student Health Advisory
Council seeks members
Students interested in impacting
student health care can apply to
become members of the Student
Health Advisory Council.
The
council ____^_^_^^_
strives to
improve the
effectiveness of the
health center and promotes healthy lifestyles
among the student body, said
Andrea Hollister a graduate student
with the health center.
Applications are due by 5 p.m. on
Sept. 24 and can be picked up at the
Health Center. For additional information please call x6177 or x2319.

In Brief

Today Is Phonebook
Corrections Deadline
Today is the deadline for corrections to the Faculty/Staff and Student
sections of the telephone directory.
Faculty/Staff corrections should be
e-mailed to phonebook-hr@jmu.edu.
The deadline for corrections to the
Administrative Section was Aug. 26.
Delivery of the permanent directories
is expected sometime in midOctober.

Distinguished Alumni
to reflect on JMU
Ten JMU graduates who have distinguished themselves in careers in
education, law, business, government and medicine will return to
campus to discuss JMU's part in
their success.
The alumni will participate in
"Honoring the Past, Imagining the
Future," two panel discussions Sept.
13 and 15, as part of the preinaugural activities leading up to the Sept.
17 induction of JMU President
Linwood Rose.
On Monday, Sept. 13, the panel
discussion will be held from 1:30 to 3
p.m. in the College Center of the
College of Integrated Science and
Technology.
On Wednesday, Sept. 15, the
panel discussion will be held from 7
to 8:30 p.m. in Room 44, Burruss
Hall.
- From staff reports

NEWS

JMU Habitat for Humanity
breaks ground on house
STEVE GLASS
staff writer
JMU Habitat for Humanity and members of the Greek community are teaming
up with Central Valley Habitat to build a
new home for a local family.
The construction of the house, which
is located about 20 minutes south of
JMU in Grottoes, began with a ground
breaking ceremony on Sept. 5 and is
scheduled to be completed for dedication in early December.
The majority of the labor will be done
by JMU volunteers, both from the JMU
Habitat for Humanity and volunteers
from the Inter-Fraternity Council and the
Panhellenic Council, the governing bodies
of JMU fraternities and sororities.
"The Greek community really wanted
to get involved," said senior Suzie Boxer,
vice president of JMU's Habitat for
Humanity. "There's just an overwhelming amount of people who want to help
and anyone who wants to get involved
can."
The house is being built for a family of
four, a mother and her three children, one
of whom is a paraplegic.
The one level, three bedroom home
will be wheelchair accessible with ramps
leading to the house and wider doorways
and hallways. The kitchen is being specially designed with higher counter surfaces and controls on the front of the
oven. There is also a bathroom being built
to accommodate the needs of a wheelchair user.
The Nielsen Construction Company,
which constructed Rockingham Memorial
Hospital and numerous buildings on
JMU's campus has offered its services to
the project.
Nielsen will work with subcontractors
to complete parts of the job that require
more professional credentials, such as
plumbing and electricity, said Jim Gilcrest
of Central Valley Habitat.
Central Valley Habitat is the local
chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
The building supplies for the house
are coming from both Central Valley
Habitat and area hardware suppliers who
are donating to the project.
This is the fourth house the JMU
Habitat for Humanity has sponsored, said
junior Brian Harms, president of the JMU

FILE PHOTO

Junior Jason Young works on a Habitat for Humanity project in April. One of
Habitats current projects is building a house for a local family In Grottoes in conjunction with the Central Valley Habitat.

Habitat for Humanity. Harms said the
group tries to build a house about every
two years and go by what Central Valley
Habitat is doing.
"Everything matched up this year," he
said. "We had the funds and we were
ready to go."
The Grottoes house is the 21st house
Central Valley Habitat has built since its
formation in 1988. Central Valley Habitat
builds approximately three houses a year,
but they're looking at taking on more projects. "We'd like to get that number up to
five houses a year in the next five years,"
Gilcrestsaid.
When taking on housing projects like
the one in Grottoes, Central Valley
Habitat divides itself into several committees to gear up for the project. These commi
^f cre *t.upto Perf01™ certain tasks.
I he bite Selection Committee picks the
spot for the house while the Building
Committee coordinates the actual construction of the house. The Family

Selection Committee chooses the family
for whom the house will be built and the
Finance Committee delegates how the
family will pay for the particular house,
Gilcrestsaid.
"We are a hand up, not a hand out,"
Gilcrest said. "Our goal is to try to get
people on sound financial footing."
For the house in Grottoes, Gilcrest said
$50,000 was allocated for construction.
The house will be mortgaged over a 20year period to the family, who will also
pay real estate taxes and insurance costs.
"Central Valley Habitat is very enthusiastic about JMU helping us," Gilcrest
said. "They always impress us with the
work they do and the enthusiasm and
hard work they put into all of the projects."
Anyone who is interested in the projects or would like to volunteer for JMU's
Habitat for Humanity is always welcome.
Their next meeting will be on Sept. 22 at 5
p.m. in Taylor 404

a good story i
ill Gina, Kelly
Brian at x6699
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10-year-old boy starts college
Florida boy attending Randolph-Macon College in Virginia

A

ENNIFER LENHART
The Washington Post

At precisely 8 a.m. Monday, Gregory
Smith — boy genius — strode across the
rain-soaked campus of Randolph-Macon
College, his mom and dad in tow.
It was the first day of the fall semester,
and Greg, 10, who only three years ago
started second grade, was eager to begin
his freshman year.
His course load of 17 credits includes
Calculus I, Physics, French HI and the
honors course Warfare in Antiquity.
But first, a preliminary news conference. He paused for photographs and
public small talk with college President
Roger H. Martin, who declared Greg "an
exceptional young man."
Chest out, chin up, Greg, who stands
54 inches tall, had to look skyward to talk
to Martin.
"Today's one of the most exciting days
of my life," said the poised boy with the
mop of whitish-blond hair, whose official
biography states that he plans to have
three PhDs by 33. "Ever since I was 4
years old, I dreamed of starting college."
For Greg's parents, Janet and Bob
Smith, both 46, Randolph-Macon was the
right choice because of its "peaceful" environment and a faculty devoted to working
closely with students. (The school also
threw in a full four-year scholarship,
worth roughly $70,000.) In return,
Randolph-Macon enrolled a student who
already has appeared on the "Late Show
With David Letterman" and whose
exploits are likely to continue attracting
attention to the 169-year-old school at least
until he's a teenager.

Greg's parents long sensed they had a
very unusual child. Janet Smith described
his memorizing and reciting books at 14
months and adding numbers at 18
months.
In one year, Greg went from second
grade to eighth grade, skipping third
grade altogether and completing an
Algebra 1 course in only 10 weeks. He
was 7. He flew through high school curriculum in 22 months.
The Smiths have remade their lives
to accommodate their only child's
unique gifts.
The Smiths have moved twice — first
from Pennsylvania to Florida, then last
summer to a small subdivision near
Charlottesville — in pursuit of the best
educational opportunities.
Bob Smith, a microbiologist, gave up a
research job with a Pennsylvania pharmaceutical firm, and Janet Smith quit as
director of her own arts center in Lititz,
Pa., which offered classes in ballet, tap,
jazz and baton twirling.
The family moved to Jacksonville after
a nationwide search for a school system
that would agree to let Greg advance
through school at his own speedy pace.
Bob Smith later found employment as a
teacher at Florida Community College in
Jacksonville, and now with a publishing
house in Virginia. Janet Smith stayed
home to be Greg's "full-time advocate."
"We've made some major changes,"
Bob Smith said. "I don't really call it a sacrifice. To me, every possible change is a
new door to a new opportunity."
Greg is believed to be the youngest
person ever to graduate from a public
high school in Florida. His parents said

they weighed his need to be a child
against his need to fulfill his potential —
and school always came out ahead. "It's
not an easy thing to do," Bob Smith said.
"It's difficult to watch your child grow up
so quickly."
About two or three years ago, Bob
Smith said, "word got out" there was a
young genius at Fleming Island
Elementary School in Jacksonville, and
Greg began receiving attention from the
national media.
A biography compiled by RandolphMacon College shows that in 1998
appeared on "60 Minutes," the "Today"
show, "NBC Nightly News" and
Letterman's show.
Bob Smith said Greg, whose goals
include developing space colonies
and becoming president, thrives on
the attention.
"Gregory loves to talk to the public,"
he said. "He has an agenda. It's fun for
him. When it stops being fun for him, we
try to be attuned to that. Then it will stop."
Greg said Monday that he's ready to
make new friends. "As long as the other
kids don't bend my morals," he said,
"whatever they want to do, I try to go
along with."
Under Greg's moral code, for example,
recreational burping is intolerable. He
won't befriend anyone who likes violence
in music or movies.
Bob Smith said it's family policy to
walk out of any movie after the third curse
word.
"It's going to be different than Orange
Park High School," Greg said of
Randolph-Macon. "It's a nice small community that gives lots of interaction with

the students. I think that's very important."
Reporters asking whether he was concerned about making it through freshman year were met with a world-weary
response: "Not in the slightest bit."
Unlike other freshmen, who are required
to live on campus, Greg will go home
every night.
Then he was off, gleefully sprint-walking across the leafy campus toward the
physics building, kelly green polo shirt
tucked smartly into pressed khakis, a
hand casually placed in a pocket, brown
leather loafers spit-shiny.
"He and his family both expressed the
desire to be treated as a regular student,
but we knew he would attract some attention, so we wanted to isolate that period
when the press had access to him," said
Dean of Admissions John Conkright.
News conferences were scheduled for the
dozen or so reporters and photographers
before and after Greg's first day of classes.
"We didn't want to disrupt his day or the
day of the 400 other students who are here
for their first day." For the first class of his
college career — physics — Greg sat right
in the middle of a U-shaped arrangement
of tables, pen at the ready, eyes alight.
Several hours later, Greg and his parents were in high spirits at a closing news
conference, his father allowing he was
"one proud dad," his mother beaming.
Greg looked as fresh as if the day had
just begun.
"I believe I've been given a special
gift," he said, "and I don't know how
or why I've been given it, but I want
to use it to the best of my abilities to
help mankind."

Students chairless in CISAT hall
ADRIANA JOUVANIS
contributing writer

After spending the first two weeks of
classes without desk chairs, Chesapeake
Hall residents are now able to take a seat.
Chesapeake, located on the CISAT
campus near The Festival and Potomac
Hall, is the newest residence hall on campus. It houses 416 freshmen, plus upperclassman resident advisers.
But the residence hall didn't have
everything in place when students moved
in on Aug. 26. The rooms were not
equipped with desk chairs and the hall
didn't have any microwaves.
"Anytime you open a new building
there are bugs to work out," Director
of Residence Life Maggie Burkhart
Evans said.
The lack of chairs was not the fault of
the Office of Residence Life, but a factory
problem, Evans said. The factory was late
getting the parts to make the chairs
which in turn caused delays in
Chesapeake's shipment, she said. The
shipment date was originally planned for
Aug. 16. "We're at the mercy of the vendors," she said.
To help residents handle the absence of
chairs, the Office of Residence Life rented

metal folding chairs. But only about 100 of
the chairs were used by residents. Instead,
many students chose to deal with the
problem on their own, using Tupperware
containers, cinder blocks and, in one case,
a refrigerator as a chair.
"I got a chair from Wal-Mart for $9,"
freshman resident Diane Mason said. "My
roommate coincidentally brought a chair
from home and it turned out to be the best
thing she brought."
The shipment of chairs arrived last
Friday. Some of the residents and resident
advisers greeted the truck and helped
unload the long-awaited shipment, said
John Ventura, associate director of residence life.
Along with the chairs, the microwaves
were installed last week. The installation
of security brackets for the microwaves
caused the installation delay, Ventura
said. The security brackets are chains that
keep the microwaves attached to the table.
"There seemed to be more disadvantages than advantages [to living in
Chesapeake], but in general everyone
likes it here," freshman resident
Lynette Diaz said.
Ventura said, "We really appreciate
the students' patience. They've been
great."

FILE PHOTO
Despite the high-tech appearance of JMU's newest residence hall, Chesapeake
Hall, residents went without a piece of standard furniture for two weeks: chairs.
...
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The Board of Visitors
of

ameds
requests the honor of your presence
at the Inauguration of

ru&txxt' Q^WI/HI^ ^oA&
as the Fifth President of the University

On the morning of Friday, the seventeenth of September
Nineteen hundred and ninety-nine
at ten o'clock
on the Quadrangle
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Reception immediately following on the Quadrangle
■i

h>

In case of inclement weather, the inauguration will be held in the JMU Convocation Center.
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Presidential Race 2000

Democrat Bill Bradley launches campaign bid,
wants more Americans to benefit from economy
tjTEVE KRASKE
lj Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Democrat Bill Bradley, launching his
presidential bid, stood in his small
Mississippi River hometown Wednesday
and pledged to tackle some of America's
big problems.
"We will do fewer things, but they
will be essential things, and we will do
them more thoroughly," Bradley said.
"I'll use the growth of the new economy
and do some of the big things that need
to be done in this country."
As president, Bradley said, he would
propose a limited agenda to reduce childhood poverty, enact stiffer gun laws,
make sure more Americans have health
insurance and reform a campaign system
dominated by wealthy special interests.
Speaking to friends, teachers, neighbors and supporters who spilled across
the front yard of Crystal City High
School, Bradley emphasized that as president he would help more people benefit
from the soaring economy.
"In so many ways, we have failed to
use our prosperity to improve the wellbeing of all our citizens," he said in a
steady, unrushed cadence. "I feel an
urgency to seize this moment in history,
to strengthen the weak and to challenge
the strong to lead us into our full greatness as a nation."
He spoke of the need for a "deeper

toward the river at an empty, weeded lot
where the old Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
plant once stood.
"We didn't grow corn or wheat here
in Crystal City. We made glass," he
remembered. "Today I want to be as clear
as that glass about who I am... "
Residents said the event was the
biggest thing to happen to the town of
4,000 about 30 miles south of St. Louis
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ since
the
'19 9 3
Mississippi
n
River flood.
this fall.
Bradley used
The
his
33three
minute
address to
senator is run>>
formally
ning against OUr CltizeUS
introduce
Vice President
Bill Bradley himself to
Al Gore for
democratic presidential candidate voters, many
t
h
e
" of
whom
Democratic
nomination. Although Gore is favored,
know little about him other than he once
Bradley has shown surprising strength.
was a star forward with the New York
Crystal City embraced Bradley with
Knicks. Wednesday night, Bradley led
reporters on a tour that included stops at
the warmth of an apple pie served
straight from the oven. The town, so
the Taylor Avenue home where he grew
named because of a now-closed plateup, a house Bradley still owns. Another
glass factory, was decorated with
stop was at the nearby Crystal City State
American flags and signs urging Bradley
Bank, where his father spent his career.
to "give 'em hell" and offering encourBradley, 56, described himself as a
small town boy who had a paper route
agement. "It can happen!" one placard
read.
and could tell the time by the sound of
At one point, Bradley gestured
passing trains.

prosperity" that reaches out to people
who have been left behind and helps the
nation "feel rich inside as well as out."
"To me, the American dream is not
just for the lucky among us. It is not just
an ideal to wish on. It should be a possibility available to all."
Wednesday's kick-off speech was
about laying out goals, not specifying
how they would be accomplished. The
candidate has
promised
ii

more details " j so many ways, we have
former failed to use our prosperity to
New jersey improve the well-being of all

As a senator, Bradley said, he tried
not to hog the spotlight and sought to
reach across party lines to get things
done. Both attributes were present during Bradley's work on the sweeping tax
reform act of 1986 that reduced the number of tax brackets. Members of both parties credited Bradley for his work on the
complex but momentous issue.
After the speech, Bradley led the
crowd into the school gym where he
scored 3,066 points for the Crystal City
High Hornets during his four-year
career.
On a stage at one end of the gym,
friends and relatives stood to tell stories
about the candidate and town legend for
his athletic and academic prowess that
won him an Olympic gold medal and a
Rhodes Scholarship.
In his speech, Bradley drew the loudest applause for his references to the
Clinton administration. Without ever
mentioning the president by name,
Bradley said he was more interested in
leadership "than polls and politics."
Later, he said, "There are two kinds of
politicians: those who talk and promise
and those who listen and do. i tow
which one I am."
Today, Bradley will hop on a bus that
will take him to Hannibal, Miss, and then
to Iowa, the state that holds the nation's
first presidential test with its January
caucuses.

College media suffers legal setback
Court backs Kentucky State University's decision to confiscate yearbook
fMRISTINETATUM
\jCollege Press Exchange
College newspapers and yearbooks
could be subject to the same content
restrictions imposed on many high
schools because of a federal appeals
court's ruling backing a Kentucky State
University administrator's decision to
confiscate a campus yearbook.
A three-judge panel of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit on
Wednesday rejected the claims of two
KSU students who accused the school of
violating their First Amendment rights
by censoring a yearbook and the campus
newspaper.
The court also upheld the university's
removal of the student newspaper's faculty adviser after she refused to censor
content criticizing the university.
The students, judges said, failed to
show how the yearbook's censorship and
their adviser's absence (She was reinstated after filing a grievance.) harmed their
rights to free speech.
The ruling has riled journalism professors and groups representing student
journalists around the country. They
worry that the case could become a
precedent that limits the scope and tone
of student publications and reduces academic freedom for faculty members, who
have campus publications of their own.
The students won combined support
from 30 journalism schools and programs

ors — and leafing through it to find pictures of current events and public figures
unrelated to the university, several photos without captions and what she considered an overall vague theme and title,
Gibson confiscated all 2,000 copies and
refused to distribute them.
The appellate court panel concurred
2-1 with a lower court's 1997 ruling that
the yearbook
was
not a
44
'public
0
1 tn s
forum," therefore giving the
didn't sing least we naven 'l uni[\ now
university a
the praises
f a
right
to
approve
its
ins
1
tion,'
content before
distributing it.
Mike
an
Judges Alan E.
Norris
and
>> James L. Ryan,
lh
u
who ruled in
favor of the
Press Law
Center. "I
Mike Hiestand university, said
can't imagStudent Press Law Center Attorney college publicaine allowtions are subject to the same
tng such
reprehensible conduct to go without a
restrictions placed on high school newspapers by the U.S. Supreme Court in
fight to the end now."
The case stems from a dispute involvHazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier,
ing the two students, who worked on the a 1988 case that deemed high school
school's 1992-'94 yearbook, and Betty administrators could censor student pubGibson, KSU's vice president of student
lications.
affairs. After seeing the book's purple
In writing the court's majority opincover — not decorated in the school's colion, Norris reasoned that the university

and collegiate and professional journalism advocacy groups, including the
Society of Professional Journalists and
the American Society of Newspaper
Editors.
"In this country we don't, or at least
we haven't until now, allowed government officials to confiscate thousands of
copies of an otherwise lawful publication
because its
cover was

becTuse ;! ' I*

i country we don X or at

?titu* allowed government officials to
confiscate thousands of copies of
™ attorney
otherwise lawful publication
st d en* because its cover was purple...

j—__

had a right to consider the yearbook an
official publication. He noted that KSU's
rules for student publications, as stipulated in the student handbook, contained no disclaimers stating that the
views of the
yearbook were those
only of students.
"It is no doubt reasonable that KSU
should seek to maintain its image to
potential students, alumni and the general public," Norris wrote. "In light of
the undisputedly poor quality of the
yearbook, it is also reasonable that KSU
might cut its losses by refusing to distribute a university publication that*
might tarnish, rather than enhance,
that image."
In a dissenting opinion. Judge R. Guy
Cole, Jr., disagreed that the yearbook
was not a "public forum." He also rejected his colleagues' application of the
Hazelwood case.
"It is worth emphasizing that the
Supreme Court in that case was addressing the scope of the First Amendment in
the context of high school student publications," Cole wrote. "I believe there is
reason for courts to afford colleges and
universities greater deference than they
do high schools."
School officials said they're pleased
with the decision.
Attorneys for the two students said
they would ask the full appellate court
to review the decision rendered by the
three-judge panel.
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Do You SpiderP

3311 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Alternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos,
adult novelties
Search, save, and
share your web research

Mon-Sat 10 a.m. -9 p.m.
3051 S. Main Street

432-6403

KofC

Find out what
it takes to be a
better dad.

benefiting

Olympic;

Call 1 -800-790-DADS.
National
Fatherhood
Initiative

This Saturday the 18th on Hillside Field

*¥

Featuring
TAMES lMCHONE

c

' antique

■ jewelry

[inimum

rat
Temple Beth El
INVITES
JMU Jewish Students
and Faculty to our
High Holiday Services

75 South Court Square
(540) 433-1833
chiago@rica.net

emmet swimming
fighting gravity
rippopotamus
the franklins
ki: theory
the naked anne
west water street

ARMY
IATI0IAL

GUARD
Money for college
Job skills for life
(540) 433-9167

$7
advance

$10
at door

Tickets available at
JMU Box Office (Warren Hall)
Plan 9 Records_or call 801-0792

YOM KIPPUR
Kol Nidre: Sept. 19, 8 p.m.
Morning: Sept. 20, 10 a.m.
Break t he last Meal
Monday Evening

For More Information, or
If You Need Transportation
Call 434-2744 or 568-3220

RUSH TKE

Call 438-0194 for Info and Directions

The World's Largest Fraternity
The First Fraternity at Madison

Tuesda> the 14th: Mexican night at 8p
Huii:sila> the 16th: dinner and open house at 7p

est i 969

I hese and all rush e\ents are at the I KI house
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Day off elicits
anger from some

Tim Emry ('99), former SGA people are making the argument
president, was a forerunner in that students won't use the day off
advocating for MLK Day off. When to celebrate what he [King] stands
for at least 10 years.
told about the administration's for, then there need to be events
In addition to mixed thoughts
decision to award a day off for the taking place to commemorate
and feelings over the inauguration
inauguration, he expressed him."
event itself, several members of the
Whether the school gives
JMU community said they think disappointment.
students
the day off or not, doesn't
"There is a process to get a day
other holidays, namely Martin
matter,
so
much ac recognizing the
Luther King Jr. Day, warrant the off, and for this they didn't even go day or weekend with special
through the process," Emry said.
same kind of respect and
"Saying that students can have a events, he said.
observance.
Irish said that he doesn't plan to
Last April, the 28-member day off, regardless of the process, attend any of the inauguration
not
to
mention
we
spent
two
years
University Council, composed of
trying to get MLK Day off, is events.
students,
faculty
and
"It doesn't make much
administrators, voted against disappointing. I lose a lot of difference to me if I celebrate a new
confidence in the administration.
giving students MLK Day off,
"The exact sort of arguments president coming in or not," Irish
according to the April 19 issue of
they made against MLK Day seem said. "Most people probably won't
The Breeze.
even recognize the difference
Nikitah Imani, assistant to go here," he said. "It's indirectly anyway."
saying
that
Dr.
Rose's
inauguration
professor of sociology and
Sophomore Peter Denbigh,
is far more important than Martin
anthropology, said he doesn't have
however,
said he is excited about
any objections to having Luther King and what he stood this week's events and plans to go
inauguration day off. However, he for."
Emry said that he doesn't wish to as many of them as he can.
said, "What does bother me very
"Out of all the classes that pass
seriously is that there was a two- any ill will on the inauguration, but through the university year after
page letter explaining why we need he does feel that the decision puts year, 1 am in one of the ones that
AUSTIN CRAMEWsenior artist
off for that day, basically saying the administration in a negative gets to see this new president
that it is an important event in the 1'ghtRobert Robets, political science coming in," he said.
life and course of the university.
Denbigh said he realizes not all
professor,
said he doesn't think the
That rationale, if it is valid, it is also
students will be as eager to attend
two
events
should
be
compared.
valid for MLK Day an important
"Inauguration day is once," he the inauguration as he is.
holiday for the whole country."
"You can't please everybody,
JMU does not give students a said. "MLK Day would be a many aren't going to be in favor of
permanent
holiday,
and
that's
a
full day off from classes on MLK
major distinction. To add a day off," he said. "But 1 think it's
to
the
inauguration."
Day.
important that we acknowledge we
FRESHMEN, from page 1
Freshmen Greg Doyle and
One of the arguments raised additional holidays, that may be are getting this fifth president."
warranted,
puts
an
additional
freshmen will be attending the Dave Ruff both said they were against canceling classes for MLK
Senior Erica Lary said if she
inauguration. Attending the not planning on attending the
Day, was students would not use strain on the academic calendar. I attends any of the events, it will be
inauguration will be an enriching event either.
the day as a learning experience, don't support that."
In regards to whether students the actual inauguration ceremony.
event and it will be rewarding for
but rather as a free day. Imani said
On the other hand, some
will
use the day off for what it is However, she said she shares
them to witness history in the freshmen are taking the
none of the arguments against
similar feelings about canceling
King's day seem to have been intended, Roberts said, unlike MLK classes for other holidays.
making. We trust that freshmen inauguration more seriously.
Day, "I don't think that the
will do the right thing and attend."
"It seems that if they are going
Freshman Rachel Whitwell explored against the inauguration inauguration events were centered
Freshman Hollie Pantano said, "It's good for freshmen to day off.
to give off for this day, then they
on
expecting
a
large
student
"We need to consider these
expressed
concern
about go because it will help us get to
should give off for other holidays
contradictions
and paradoxes," he turnout."
students' behavior at the know our president."
Zebulun Davenport, the director as well," Lary said. "They are just
said.
inauguration. "It should be the
Freshman ]enn Partain was
of
the Center for Multicultural as important. The university
"Inauguration day has a whole
should be consistent."
students' choice whether or not to also positive about the event. She
series of events reinforcing the Student Services, said whether
Senior Rachel Belan said she has
attend it," she said. "If they make said, "I think it's a good idea for
ideas and importance of students stay or leave on MLK Day no interest at all in attending the
people go [to the inauguration], everyone to go. I wasn't planning
inauguration," he said. "It seems to shouldn't be an issue.
"Whether or not students are on inauguration.
there is a good chance that they to go, but I guess I should. I'm at
me we can do the same for MLK
"I've never known them [the
this
campus, I can still celebrate
will be rude or discourteous least going to sign the
Day. If it's true that students
presidents]
to really interact with
because they probably do not Inauguration Card."
wouldn't attend these events, then MLK," he said. "If they have the the students," she said. "So 1 don't
day
off,
they
can
celebrate
in
their
The Inauguration Committee
want to be there."
we have a problem that needs to be
feel like we are a part of this
Many freshmen interviewed plans to make this a memorable solved, not an excuse [for ignoring own way. There are many ways process."
people can celebrate."
the holiday]."
were surprised to learn week. There will be activities
Senior Kelly Schmidt said, "I
While Davenport sees the
Imani proposes a "Legacy of
attendance
for
them
is planned throughout the week for
think that we should get off
installation
of
a
president
as
an
King Day" where students and
mandatory. In fact, some of them students to attend. The
because it only happens once every
faculty spend a day advancing the important event, he said, "I see it is 20 years or so. But I don't know
culmination
of
these
events
will
are planning on going home for
ideas of King, as opposed to just equally important to recognize the that living off campus I would
be the inauguration itself, which
the long weekend.
looking at what he did. Imani said accomplishments and teachings of make a special trip to be there for
Freshman Kevin McElroy will be held Friday at 10 a.m. on
he will not attend the inauguration [King]."
Sophomore Gerald Irish said, "If the ceremony."
said, "I'm going home. I the Quad, with or without
ceremony.
members
of
the
freshman
class.
don't think everyone will go
a'.m. from a women's restroom in Mfg#4268118, Breeze#320 and a
in August but not reported to police 10 p.m. and Sept. 4 at 3 am
Nikon
85mm
AFD
lens
POUCE LOG, from pa£« 2
• Unidentified
Individuals Zane Showker Hall.
Mfg#435945 from The Breeze
until Sept. 7.
The
ID
holder/keychain
allegedly stole a dark blue
table in D-Hall on Sept. 7.
office in Anthony-Seeger Hall. The
American Eagle Outfitters purse contained a JAC card, First Union equipment was discovered
. Unidentified
individuals Grand Larceny
debit card, keys to personal
allegedly stole a JAC card from a • Unidentified individuals allegedly on Sept. 6 between 4:30 and 8:00 vehicle and all of the victim's missing in July but was not
p.m.
in
Zane
Showker
Hall.
reported to the police until Sept. 7.
picnic table at the front of Eagle stole a "Specialized" brand "Stump
In the purse was a wallet biographical information.
The photography equipment is
Hall on Sept. 9 between 4:25 and Jumper" model PRO mountain
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
bike on Sept. 3 between 10 and 11 containing an American Eagle stole a Nikon N70 camera body valued at $2,500.
4:35 p.m.
The card was eliminated trom a.m. from a Zane Showker Hall Outfitters credit card, First Mfg#2242810, Breeze#108, a
American Bank ATM card, First
Parking tickets issued between
bike rack.
the system by a dispatcher.
American Bank checkbook and Nikon 24mm F2.8AFD Lens Aug. 30 and Sept. 6:1,238
The
bike
is
valued
at
$1200.
. Unidentified
individuals
Mfg#426190,
Breeze#317,
a
cash.
allegedly stole an unabridged • Unidentified individuals allegedly $60•Unidentified
individuals Nikon 50mm F1.5MF Lens
dictionary from a stand at the end stole CDs, pillows and an acoustic allegedly stole a brown ID Mfg#44051717, Breeze#304, a Number of drunk in public charges
of a corridor in Sheldon Hall. The guitar from an unlocked room in holder/keychain on Sept. 8 at 9 Nikon 50mm F1.8APD lens, since Aug. 28:3
dictionary was first noticed missing Wayland Hall between Sept. 3 at
DAY,irompag»l
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
Production manager
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Asst. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. stylejjocus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Graphics editor
Advisers

Courtney Crowley
Kelly Whalen
Brandon Hedrick
Greg Pfeil
Dylan Boucherle
Rick Harman
Kelly Hannon
Gina Montefusco
Brian Westley
Melanie Jennings
Amy Bafumo
Jenny Stromann
Megan Ross
Alison Manser
Mike Gesario
Jason Mclntyre
Marcia Apperson
Steven Landry
Alex Vessels
Katie Wilson
Michele Johnston
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitz
David Wendelken

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Melanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo ... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edir for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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Rose inauguration is historic event
Presidential inaugurations
happen every four years.
The festivities — the swearing-in ceremony, gala balls,
parades, tributes and all the pomp
and circumstance that go along
with inaugurations — sometimes
tend to border on the ridiculous.
However, we ask, why not?
It only happens every four
years. Shouldn't the ceremony
that officially marks a president's debut be filled with
dreamy grandeur before reality
sets in? And shouldn't people
care about this type of event?
Let's apply the second question to this university since
we're in the midst of preparing
for our own presidential inauguration with a week full of
events, ranging from an extravagant (and exclusive) Inaugural
Ball to the downright silly (a
presidential impersonation
contest), that will lead up to
JMU President Linwood Rose's
inauguration ceremony.
The ceremony is Friday at 10
a.m. on the Quad. The answer to
the question we posed is simple.
Yes, people should care. Faculty,

staff, members of the community, the JMU Board of Visitors,
and above all, students. Yes
ladies and gentlemen, you
should care. Some do.
A procession of student leaders
will be one facet of the inaugural
ceremony. But these are the students who are pre-involved in cam"T\/IIT
1
\A
Li

but this is an important and rare
moment in the university's history and should not be judged
on the same standard of a holiday that occurs annually.
It seems as if the administration
has anticipated intense apathy. In
an effort to put butts in the seats
at this shindig, freshmen are
being required to attend

JM.U ShOUld not have tO

the ceremony, despite the

fact the university has no
way to enforce its dictate.
Sad, but true.
JMU should not
have to worry about filling all the seats for this
event, it should have to worry
about not having enough seats
for everyone,
It's not like this type of thing
happens at JMU every day. In
fact, the last time this happened
was Dec. 4, 1971 when this
place was still ' known as
Madison College. In addition,
this will be just the fifth time a
presidential inauguration will
have occurred in Harrisonburg.
So to those afflicted with apathy: Get out this week and play
your part in JMU's history.

worry about filling all the
seats for this event...'
pus life; they are students who care
in general, which is refreshing.
The disturbing reality, though, is
that many students apparently
don't care.
Many students are apathetic to
get up out of bed on a Friday and
make an appearance at the event
that is getting them out of classes.
Granted, having an entire day
off for this event when we will
get just a half-day for Martin
Luther King Jr. Day after the
arduous fight that transpired
last year is slightly hypocritical,

Topic: What do you think Monica Lewinsky is up to these days?
"She's working
at Hooters!"

SPOTLIGHT «•*£CINDY TWKEH/staffphotographer

Sophomore, biology

"She is going to
become a prcft&ioml
wnstkr."

Jason Duke
junior, social sciences

"It's not what
she's up to, it's
what she's down
to."

Meredith Bowers
sophomore, SMAD

"SHU trying to
get that stain out
of her dress."

Todd Burroughs
junior, music education
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Students pedestrian etiquette is lacking
Many of those on foot need a refresher course on the do's and don'ts of crossing the street
Early in childhood most of us are
taught the basics of crossing the
street. With wide eyes we carefully
crane our necks every which way to make
sure there are no cars, each with the potential to flatten us to the pavement.
Somewhere between grade school and
freshman year of college, many JMU students seem to lose this natural fear of cars.
Granted there are days when I am due
across town in 10 minutes and I can be
caught dodging traffic on foot muttering
"pedestrians have the right of way" under
my breath.
For the most part, though, I have
learned that it's a good idea to use caution
when crossing the street, especially here
in Harrisonburg.
For one thing, crosswalks don't guarantee that every car will stop. Some people
are in such a hurry that they completely
miss the different pattern on the road or
automatically assume that people will not
run in front of speeding vehicles.
The crosswalk that was removed
from South Main Street is a perfect
example. Even with the flashing lights
over the road, 1 could be in such a daze
that 1 would utterly forget to brake until
I was nearly on top of a seemingly clueless student. This, keep in mind, is coming from a SMAD major who deals with
that road everyday.

In addition, the mess of pedestrian traf- lous). Hey, I once read a T-shirt that said
fic on Port Republic Road needs serious one should never underestimate the
help, especially on the weekends. At about power of clueless people in large groups.
However, those of you planning on
12:30 on a Friday night, I had just made a
left turn from Forest Hills onto Port trekking across Harrisonburg in groups
Republic Road, no small feat in itself, and need to figure out that you can't walk in a
began to accelerate in order to clear the horizontal line across the road before
someone gets
massive hill
hit by a bus
by Hunter's
or a speeding
Ridge.
car. A sideAs I was
walk
can
about to pass
typically
the
first
hold two or
entrance, I
three people
noticed
— Amy Bafumo
standing side
movement
by side.
and slammed
on my brakes. Two remarkably stupid
Because of this, let's use a little comgirls with death wishes, each dressed in mon sense and try not to walk in lines that
black, were stumbling across the street consist of five best friends holding hands.
laughing and leaving me wondering how Let's try single file or find another alternative altogether.
they got into college.
Another street-crossing pattern with
There were several factors that made
this crossing dangerous and annoying. For the potential for disaster is that of the
one, they were wearing black in the mid- indecisive, should-I-or-shouldn't-l studle of the night and there were no lights. dent. This is the person that dips his or her
Two, I was obviously speeding up so they foot into the street gingerly, as if testing
shouldn't have attempted to cross the the water, and withdraws immediately.
This person can also be seen running
street. Three, it's just plain idiotic to run in
blindly into the street and then stopping
front of someone's car!
I definitely support the way under- abruptly when a car swerves to miss him.
A general rule for this person to follow
classmen travel in huge packs (even
though they do look somewhat ridicu- is, if you have to think about going, wait.

In my humble
opinion

Darts & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT

If you do decide to go for it, don't run out
and change your mind in the middle of
the street. Chances are it's safer to finish
crossing the road rather than standing petrified in the middle.
Yet another personality type is the person who stands frozen with fear on the
sidewalk until there are no cars coming in
either direction.
It's okay to cross over if there are
relatively few cars coming from the
other direction.
As long as the road immediately in
front of you is clear, it's okay to wait in the
middle of the street for the other side to
clear up (example: crossing South Main
Street to get to Anthony-Seeger).
What I am trying to say is that it's okay
to be afraid of cars to an extent, but this
should not hinder one's ability to cross the
street in a timely fashion.
However, students should not rely
upon the intelligence of drivers to stop for
them. Many drivers are simply not paying
close attention, myself often included.
So use your heads, don't fear cars as
much as you respect their ability to make
you resemble a pancake, and for crying
out loud, look both ways before crossing
the street!
Amy Bafumo is a senior SMAD major and
the assistant opinion editor.

I li '...

A"your-"ard-work-is-definitely-apprcciated" pat
to all the Rho Chi's who are helping with
recruitment this year.
Sent in by some students who are grateful for
your guidance and patience with them during the
whole recruitment process.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "you-belong-in-the-Police-Log" dart to the
person who stole The Breeze sign from outside
Anthony-Seeger the first week it was up.
Sent in by a student who hopes you 're happy and
would like to remind you that stealing is a crime.

A "have-a-little-faith-in-us" dart to the task force
assigned to study grade inflation.
Sent in by a junior who thinks the students of
JMU are just working harder and deserve to be
commended for their efforts instead of interrogated.

A "what-were-you-lhinking" dart to whoever
decided not to hire back our favorite Taylor Down
Under employee, June.
Sent in by disgruntled June fans who miss her
positive attitude each morning.

Pat.
An "I-love-you-guys-you're-the-best" pat to the
sweet young fellows who pushed and jump-started
my car when it died in the middle of traffic.
Sent in by a freaked-out driver who doesn 't love
her Volvo as much as she used to, but loves her
friends even more.

ttX, i...

tSL (...

A "you-all-are-awesome" pat to the brothers of
PSE who were so generous with their support and
donations to a worthy cause.
i Sent in by a girl who learned the true value of
brotherhood because of you.

A "thank-you-for-your-courtesy" pat to the guys
who gave up their seats on the bus last Friday so my
friend and I could sit down.
Sent in by two senior women who were
impressed by your manners and are happy to sec
that gentlemen still exist.
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IS A i 11 Lfl HI PT^ Polishedlady
990 Reservoir St.
Close to JMU
with the skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and most experienced instructors

Tanning Beds
Natural and Artificial Nail Services
Spa Pedicures • Repechage
Facials • Nufree Hair Removal
MASSAGE Therapists Coming Soon!

.1 Ml student discounts
One day STATIC LINE,
TANDEM, OR AFE first
jump*,
MU
, Complete information is on
jumps, m
and aa staff
dedicated to keeping you <^£%zc. -isST rmp;//ww\v,si.vdiveoranse.vc>m
and your fellow JML
c. TfT
! 800
students skydiving.
'•%^ ^idT
< > SKYDIVE!!
■

2?

^€7VW

Tuesday and Wednesday 10% off any service
NO DRILLS = NO NAIL DAMAGE

I (800) 759-3483 or (540) 942-3871

Floods. Hurricanes. Tornadoes.
Rescues at sea. International
peacekeeping missions. Whenever
there's a need, the National Guard
and Reserve responds. But only
with the unselfish support of
thousands of employers like you.
THANKS FOR MAKING US YOUR BUSINESS.

I2EGR

•ww

All we'd like to do is shake up your thinking and
broaden your outlook. Then it's your turn.

<i(»

f^iiiiii^

ACME X
VIDEO

FREE

It's all about making an impact.
ISAT Information Session-Tuesday, September 14, 5:00 p.m., ISAT Student Center
AITP Information Session-Wednesday, September 15, 7:00 p.m., Sonner Hall Reception Room
Career Fair-Thursday, September 23
Please submit resumes by Tuesday, September 21 in the Career Placement Center.

990

Movie
Rental
FREE MEMBERSHIP

People who look at things from

Rl 33 East (next lo Wendy's/across from Pargo's)

433-9181

°Pcn 7 da>'s a wcck

CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME

Use this coupon for
• one FREE 990 rental«

k

expires 10/15/99

I per student

1

with them to unlock their potential

Don't miss the chance to hear

all sides have the ability to gain a

for success by aligning strategy with

more about a career with Andersen

whole new perspective. As a leading

people, processes and technology-an

Consulting. If you're seeking the

global management and technology

approach that allows you to make an

unexpected, we'll be expecting you.

consulting organization, those are

impact from the ground up.

just the kind of thinkers we're
looking for.
After all, we use fresh insights to

We'll provide first-rate training
and guidance, and exposure to a
variety of projects and industries.

help clients develop strategies that

All of which builds a solid

deliver profound change. We work

foundation for your future.

e

1999 Andersen Consulting. All rights reserved. An equal opportunity employer.

Visit our Web site at www.ac.com

A

Andersen
Consulting
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People will do crazy
things to WIN

$25,000!

I
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...«-fflBT

You can just go to
www.1800COLLECT.com
1-800 COLLECT
Save a Buck or Two.
Savings vs. dialing "0" with AT&T.
No purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, go to www.wirT25000.1800COLLECT.coni
or send a SASE to: Win $25,000 Rules, P.O. Box 5086, Blair, NE 68009-5086. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/99.
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Don't 4j% A Pest
A Good Bicj
Show You Care With

CtUi^sl Week liMwM^wJL \Meek
Don't miss . . .

Weeft ifUeA^M^i^t week ffUeAtxAt
I

A
/433-3352

fx^Z E|i£AIA

nexttoCostco

Deliveries Available Ki
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Questions? Visit www.imu.edu/international
Substance Abuse Awareness Day
"Linking Archways to a Healthy Community"

f

Shotsie s
Gifts'Home Decor

Christmas
Visit The Valley's Largest and Most Unique
Place where you'll find it all:
Candles-Cats Meow* Boyds Bears
Table Lamps-Folk Art-Crafts
Greeting Cards-Stationery
Fine Jewelry-Snowmen
Flags • Dept 56 Villages
and
so
much
more!!
4090 Evelyn Byrd Dr
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9627

Sponsored by:

Substance Abuse Workgroup, Mental Health Coalition

Purpose:

To raise the awareness of all community members on
aspects of substance abuse prevention, education, law
enforcement and treatment.

When:

Friday, September 17, 1999
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Where:

Court Square, Downtown Harrisonburg
a Courts Building
□ Court Square Presbyterian Church
□ Court Square Theater

Who:

All community members: parents, high school and college
students, teachers, counselors, law enforcement officials,
Clergy, business people.

What:

u
a
-i
□
□

Keynote Speaker - Sandy Queen
Exhibits & Displays
National Guard Helicopter Demonstration
Musical Entertainment
Workshops - one or two hours in length on:
□
U
O
Q
□
□
□
□

Signs and Symptoms of Substance Use
Pre-natal Substance Use
"You Are Under Arrest" simulation
Drugs in the Workplace
Spiritual Aspects of Recovery
Treatment Models - Levels of Change
JMU Parental Notification Policy
Many more from local experts
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Arts, Science Symposium scholars
to portray state of American art
CRYSTAL SMYTHE
staff writer
This year's Arts and Science
Symposium, held by JMU's
School of Art and Art History,
will host five prestigious art critics and scholars from around the
country. This event, also sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Arts and by
a grant from the Virginia
Commission on the Arts, is a
series of lectures from the visiting scholars regarding the "State
of American Art."
The Director of JMU's School
of Art and Art History, Cole H.
Welter said he is excited about
the symposium. "It is not just
for art students — anyone who
wants to understand the state of
American art and how it fits
into our culture will benefit
greatly from these speeches,"
Welter said.
The five scholars have an
array of credentials and experience in this century's art world.
Peter Plagens is a painter but
better known as the art critic for
Newsweek magazine.
Ivan C. Karp is the owner
and director of the OK Harris
Works of Art Gallery in New
York City.
Donald Kuspit is a historian,
art critic and professor of art his-

7\RTS AND SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM PRESENTS
THE STATE OF 7\MERIC
• Monday, Sept. 13
Peter Plagens, "What's Right and What's vj/rong with Contemporary Americar
• Wednesday, Sept. 15
Ivan C. Karp, "Visions of Our Native Land:|The Vital Grit"
• Friday, Sept. 17
Donald Kuspit, "Ironied Out and the New Old Masterism"
• Tuesday, Sept. 21
Arthur Danto, "Reflections on the Whitney's Arft|f the Century"
• Thursday, Sept. 23
Suzi Gablik,"Paradigm-Spinning and Visionary Criticis^n; A Personal Profile."
7\LL LECTURES BEGIN AT 7P.M. IN GRAFTON STOVALL THEATRE
ON THE JMU CAMPUS. ADMISSION IS FREE AND OpEN TO THE PUBLIC.
tory and philosophy from the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook.
Arthur Danto, critic for
Nation magazine, is a Johnsonian
professor of philosophy emeritus
from Columbia University and a
recipient of the George S. Polk
Award for criticism.
Suzi Gablik is an artist, educator and author of "Has
Modernsim Failed" and "The
Reenchantment of Art."
Each scholar will integrate

their own style and opinions, but
all will deal with the idea of
American art at the turn of the
century, Welter said. The lectures will focus on summarizing
this century's art at the end of
the millennium from five points
of view.
Each year, a panel of JMU
faculty decides the theme for the
Arts and Science Symposium
from a collection of proposals.
The idea for this year was originally developed by Welter after

Aside from the lectures, some
scholars will give round table
discussions. Along with JMU
faculty members, students are
welcome to attend.
The Arts and Science
Symposium Fall Lecture Series
runs from Sept. 13 to 24. Held
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7
p.m., these lectures are first
come first serve. The symposium will continue in the spring
with more lectures from visiting scholars.

he saw a television series by critic Robert Hughes.
On nights when no lecture is
scheduled, Hughes' series
"American Visions" will be
shown and viewers will be able
to discuss the series before and
after it is shown in GraftonStovall Theatre.
This series is the history of
American art compiled by
Hughes and is based on his
book of the same name,
"American Visions."

Rock-a-pella rocks on Quad
JMU enjoys perfect evening for free food, a cappellas, fun, games
ALISON MANSER AND
JENNY STROMANN
5rv/c editors
It was a beautiful brochure
day on the Quad, a perfect setting for beautiful voices, free
food and games.
Yesterday's Rock-a-pella,
postponed from last week due to
rain, took advantage of this
opportunity to get the JMU community together.
The Bluestone and Hillside
residence halls sponsored the
event, which included four of
the five a cappella groups (Noteoriety was the exception due to
Rush events), a volleyball net,
free hot dogs, chips, sodas and
snow cones.
Before the a cappella groups
took their places on the Wilson
Hall steps, about 200 spectators
carefully laid their blankets on
the Quad. Members of the Office
of Residence Life (ORL) fired up
their grill and prepared for the
rush of hungry listeners.
Senior Susie Gaskins, music

director of the BluesTones,
worked with ORL to add a spin
to last year's Mardi Quad, a similar barbeque on the Quad.
"I hope it's something that
might become a tradition," she
said of the joint effort of the a
cappella groups and ORL.
Gaskins coordinated the
groups to perform during this
year's barbeque which was
welcomed by ORL and the

spawned claps from the crowd.
Exit 245 member, senior Jeff
Wade, led the all-male a cappella
group in "All I Need is a
Miracle" by Mike and The
Mechanics. Barenaked Ladies'
"When I Fall" was led by junior
Paul Riegle and Everything's

"I'm trying to show my

•
« ■<i
m•
• i. i . J • i_ _
junior
Mike &Minarik
led the
group in Toto's "Africa."
The BluesTones' senior
Stephanie Schlosser led the
group in Mariah Carey's

"Always

Be

My

Baby."

Madonna's "Cherish" was led
by sophomore Melissa Daigneau
and junior Ellen Woodall
~~ led the women in U2's
"Where the Streets Have
No Name."

Freshman
Naomi
Sandier
said
her
friend,
evening
freshman
Brooke
Junior Hina Ansari, about. I guess I picked a
Kotarides, auditioned last
who attended Mard
week and is now a member
said, "It looks more
of the BluesTones. "We've
promising than last year.
Lisa
Houlbrooke
heard that all the groups
The music is great."
JMU
alumna
"86
performing
are really
The campus a cappella
" good," Sandier said. "I'm
groups performed some of
their favorite selections for about "Hooch" was led by sophomore here to get a taste of what she's
[Kotarides] getting into."
Jason Mannix.
20 minutes each.
Junior Elizabeth Cox, who
Madison
Project,
an
all-male
The Overtones' Jane Bills led
found
out about the event from a
group,
sang
some
old
favorites
the coed group with Natalie
flyer
in
her residence hall, said, "I
including
John
Mellencamp's
Imbruglia's "Torn." Tiffany's "I
Think We're Alone Now" was "Jack and Diane," which was led just enjoy coming out to see them."
Freshmen Emily Cooke and
led by sophomore Keli Rhodes. by senior Mike Webb. Junior
Holly
Sutton enjoyed the
And George Michael's "Freedom Jamie Stokes led the group in
groups'
performances at the
Kenny
Loggins'
"Footloose"
and
90," led by junior Tyler Hanson,

folks on the Quad Sunday fads \vhdt JMU is all

good day."

*._i ._.L. .i.: .
-- ■ - - ' I
) .
freshman
orientation
event,
Late
Night Showcase.
"They were really good,"
Sutton said.
Cooke said, "We're especially
here to see Madison Project."
Freshman Philip Keirstead
also heard the a cappella groups
perform at the Late Night
Showcase.
"I love hearing them, they're
really good," he said.
Drew Miller ('98), a teacher at
Turner Ashby High School, still
comes back to the Quad every
now and then. With his lesson
plans nearby, he took time to
enjoy the day.
"I feel pretty good about
tomorrow's lecture, but I know I
will be distracted," Miller said.
"It's a nice day and I came out to
hear the BluesTones."
Lisa Houlbrooke ('86) and her
three children, Alexandria, Connor
and Reagan, just happened by the
Rock-a-pella festivities.
"I'm trying to show my kids
what JMU is all about. I guess I
picked a good day," she said.
c
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per month
100 FREE minutes per month
FREE Weekends
'Some restrictions apply. Requires JMU ID.

CELLULARONE

Better Coverage • Better Service
NEXT TO OFFICE MAX

VALLEY MALL

433-7676

433-0550

Better Value
WAL-MART

574-2299
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Chris Rock spares no expense
Comedian adds humor to artists' successes, flaws
iNTHONY MARCHEGIANO
^contributing writer
MTV put on a great Video Music
Awards show, closing out the century
with a bang. Chris Rock hosted the show,
and as always, did not shy away from any
joke. His opening monologue threw
^punches at everyone there: whites (no
surprise there), Puff Daddy, Ricky Martin,
and he suggested Jennifer Lopez thank
her "ass for all her success."

E VIEW
The night was loaded with special
guests and surprises. The first performance was Kid Rock joined by the
pioneers of rap, Run-DMC. They collaborated and performed Kid Rock's
smash "Bawitdaba."
Just as the crowd was settling down
from the surprise of Run-DMC, Rock proceeded to introduce Aerosmith's Steven
Tyler and Joe Perry. They entered from
the back of New York's Metropolitan
Opera house and once onstage everyone
teamed up for the Aerosmith/Run-DMC
classic "Walk This Way."
The night was disappointing for Kid
Rock who failed to win an award, despite
multiple nominations.
Ricky Martin rode his tidal wave of
popularity into the night. He departed with
two moon men for Best Dance Video and
the first ever Best Pop Video. Martin also
performed the beginning of his current hit
"She's All I Ever Had," before it led into his
trademark "Livin' La Vida Loca."
Fatboy Slim surprisingly won the second most awards (three), for their hit
"Praise You." They pulled awards for
Breakthrough Video, Best Choreography
and Best Direction. Slim also performed

their hit, however 1 agree with Rock's
commentary that the group's performance garnered them the name "White
Boy Retarded."
Afeni Shakur and Voletta Wallace
(mothers of Tupac Shakur and Notorious
B.I.G., respectively) presented Jay-Z with the
Best Rap Video award for "Can I Get A ..."
While accepting the award for Best
Hip Hop Video, Beastie Boy Adam Rock
addressed the alleged sexual assaults at
Woodstock '99. He urged all musicians
and promoters to do "something about
the safety of all the girls and women at
their shows."
The biggest surprise of the night came
in the final performance by Eminem. He
began with a verse from his hit "My
Name Is," and was then joined onstage
with his mentor Dr. Dre, and they performed "Guilty Conscience." However
the big surprise came when Dre's former
protege, Snoop Dogg, came out and the
two former Deathrow Record label stars
performed the classic "Nuthin' But A 'G'
Thang." Their performance was a prelude
to their upcoming "Concert From Chronic
Island" on Sept. 26 in Oahu, Hawaii.
Eminem was successful as he came away
with the award for Best New Artist in a
Video for "My Name Is."
Like every other music award show
this year, Lauryn Hill was the big winner
with four awards. Her video "Doo Wop
(That Thing)" won her the top award
Video of the Year, also Best Female Video,
Best R&B Video and Best Art Direction.
Hill was presented with the top video
award by Madonna (who took home an
award for Best Video From a Film) and
former Beatle Paul McCartney.
Overall I was impressed by this award
show. It lived up to MTV's hype. The performances were great and the surprises
were outstanding.

1999 Mtv Music Awards
TOJ)

Winners:

"Freak on a Leash"

"Doo^k^fiShiflgT
-Bed Video of the Year
-Be»l Female Video
-Best R&B Video
-Be»t Art Direction

-Breakdirough Video
-Be»i Direction in a Video
-Best Choreography in a Video

-B*st Rock Video
-Bert Editing in a Video

- Bett Dance Video
-Best Pop Video

Other Winners:
"jC Beastie Boys-"Intergalactic"~Best Hip Hop Video
^C Eminem-"My Name Is "-Best New Artist in a Video
«|C Madonna-"Beautiful Stranger"-Best Video for a Film
4C Backstreet Boys-"I Want it That Way"-Viewer's Choice
«jc Will Smith-"MiamT-Best Male Video
-JC TLC-"No Scrubs"-Best Group Video
4t Jay-Z featuring ]aRule/Amil-lion-"Can I Get A..."
-Best Rap Video
*|C Garbage-"Special"-Best Special Effects m a Video
^C Marilyn Manson-"The Dope Show"
-Best Cinematography in a Video
4C Red Hot Chili Peppers-Best Artist Web Site

KATIE WILSON/s,morrtrHs«

'Stigmata': Stakes, spears and thorns, oh my
NELSON CRAGG
|l contributing writer
Imagine you are taking a bath and
suddenly invisible stakes rip your wrists
open. This is what Frankie Paige
(Patricia Arquette) must endure on a
daily basis, along with invisible whippings, invisible crowns of thorns and
invisible spears.

E VI E W
In "Stigmata," an often gruesome
film, we see all these things manifest
themselves in the persona of a sweet
little hairdresser from Pittsburgh. But
the world this girl inhabits is far from
innocent. It is loud and dirty and often
shockingly evil (priests commit attempted murder).
"Stigmata" is an MTV version of
"The Exorcist" or "Rosemary's Baby"
put to music and turned into a cutting
edge music video. It is no surprise that
Billy Corgan from the Smashing
Pumpkins co-wrote the soundtrack

Vatican who investigates claims of
miracles. He gets.his hands on a video
of Frankie being whipped by some violent force on a subway train and
decides to investigate.
But here's the rub: Frankie is an
atheist!
Andrew
must decide
if a nonbeliever can
receive the
stigmata —
bodily
marks
resembling
the wounds
rosary hapof
the crucipens to have we are numb to the image —
fied Christ
belonged to a
.
.
,
, f9
— and if so,
recently
case of stimulus overload.
why?
deceased
Can the
priest.
It
message
of
Jesus
be
transmitted
serves as a sort of connection between the
through Frankie? Unfortunately, we
mysterious priest and poor Frankie, but
we never can be sure if the connection is never really care if it can because
Arquette plays the part so woodenly.
the work of good or evil.
She
seems to have two moods
Enter Andrew Kiernan (Gabriel
throughout
the film. The first is calm
Byrne), a priest working for the

and that the director, Rupert
Wainwright, began his career as a
video director.
But even in this fast, loud world,
we find some measure of sympathy for
the film's heroine Frankie. Her life spirals
into
chaos after
receiving a
package
from
her
mother with
a
strange
rosary
inside.
The

"You feel the stigmata being
given out and the loud
explosion preceding each one
is really startling... . By the
third or fourth stigmata scene,
-a

and the second is freaking out. She is
either joking with friends or screaming. There is no in between and as a
result we never really emotionally connect with her.
But what does work well are some of
the kinetic, terrifyingly loud stigmata
scenes (done by Al DiSarro).
These scenes scream out of control
with gut wrenching editing and camera
work. You feel the stigmata being given
out and the loud explosion preceding
each one is really startling.
But again, there is a problem with
Wainwright's direction. By the third
or fourth stigmata scene, we are
numb to the image — a case of stimulus overload.
A sort of pattern develops: gruesome
stigmata scene, hospital scene, gruesome
stigmata scene, hospital scene ...
"Stigmata" never really makes us
believe and it never really scares us.
When at one point Frankie screams "I
just want my life back," I was hoping that
she would get it and the movie would
end soon.
No such luck.

1 I
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WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties S~ST
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink Yfi/
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION\/

BACK TO SCHOOL
T

111Q311 EXPRESS
PrePaid Digital PCS Phone Service

MAiNSTREET "BAR & GRILL
&

QIOITRESENT
A SPECIAL
JMU EVENT...

THE

MMCGEEM
N

-

Wednesday
Sept. 15th
Tickets are $12
to sellout!

Tickets on sale NOW at Mainstreet & Plan 9 in Harrisonburg

Easy To Use
NO Contract
NO Credit Check
NO Security Deposit
NO Activation Fee
NO Monthly Billing
NO Waiting

only $

99

includes a $20 caning card

n:n»iKitiETi
Fast, Easy Internet Connection

Affordable Solutions
Local dial-up convenience
Reliable network
Round-the-clock customer care
20 Hours = $11.95
Unlimited Hours = $19.95
Some restrictions apply. See store for details

www.cfw.com
<...

MAINSTREET
BAR & GRILL
432-9963

CFWintelos
•••►

Mainstreet Bar t Grill is perfectly located at 153 South Main Street in downtown Harrisonoufg

www.MegaWattlnc.com

. & Valley Mall
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MUSIC
BANDS

► Drawn to Illustration: Sawhill Gallery —Monday-Friday, 10:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m., free.
>■ The Magic Mixer by Red McGann: New Image Gallery — MondayThursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
> Artwork by senior Nick Alexander: Zirkle House Artworks
Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday,
noon-4 p.m., free.
>■ Artwork by senior John Call: Zirkle House; The Other
Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday,
noon-4 p.m., free.
► US Air Force Brass Quintet: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium —
Monday, 8 p.m., free, for information call x3481 or x6863.
► Arboretum Concert: Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
Ampitheater — Saturday, 6 p.m., $2, sold at Warren Hall Box
Office and at the door, for information call x3194-

Monday, Sept. 13, 1999
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MOVI1

Sunday
September

26th

FfflMd

Races

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS
Foxfield Tickets on sale now at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432-0287
www.foxfleldraceN.eom

~if

Wr

>"The Larry Kneel Experience": The Little Grill — Thursday,
9 p.m., $5 suggested donation.

>• Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "SLC Punk," Wednesday, 9:30 p.m.,
Thursday, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2, "Notting Hill," Friday, 9:30 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2, "Basquiat," Sunday, 7:30 p.m., free
> Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Sixth Sense," "An Ideal
Husband," "Love Stinks," "The Blair Witch Project," $4.50
before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call 434-7107.
> Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "Chill Factor," "American
Pie," "In Too Deep," "Bowfinger," "Inspector Gadget," "Mickey
Blue Eyes," "Mystery Men," "Runaway Bride," "Tarzan," "The
Muse," "The 13th Warrior," "The Astronaut's Wife," "The
Haunting," "Stigmata," "The Thomas Crown Affair," "Stir of
Echoes," "Dudley Do-Right," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.75
after. Call 433-7733.
// you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section;
Gi Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg,VA 22807; include date,
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Hired of sponsoring events
that no one attends?
&ought a cool CD?
Read an awesome book?
Saw a great movie?
Did something neat this
weekend?

Call the Stylish Ladies
xS846
=,
1F7

=a3

Monday Night
Football!
Denver vs. Miami
Game Starts® 8pm
cJVIr.^atti§

Pizza Bar

$4.99
ABC ON!

Hours:
Sun-Thurs. I lam-1 am
Fri. & Sat. I lam-2am

433-0606

ZU
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FC
Hiking in Shenandoah National Park
Although tlte scenic vistas
along Skyline Drive are
the park's most popular
attraction, there are 500
miles of hiking trails on
park property. Hike
lengths vary from about
1.2 miles to over 100,
depending on how much
time you xoant to spend in
tlte woods. For more information about hiking in the
park, call (540) 999-3500.

SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK
and Vicinity

■!•-•:
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Directions:
Take Route 33 East
about 21 miles out of
Harrisonburg (beyond
Valley Mall). The park
entrance is on the left.
(You will see signs.)

What to Bring:

STORY BY CONTRIBUTINC WRITER

• A map (available at
park entrance)
• Sturdy walking or
hiking shoes (tennis
shoes are fine, but hiking boots are better,
according to Interpretive Park Ranger Heather Gockley).
• Drinking water
• Extra layer of clothing (dependant on season)
• A light snack
Fun stuff (camera, sketch pad, etc.)

Trail Markers:
• Trailposts are concrete posts at the start of
many trails and at all trail intersections. A
metal band at the top of the post gives trail
names and distances.
• Blazes are paint marks 2"x 6" on trees or
rocks . White blazes signify the Appalachian
Trail, blue signifies hiking trails, and yellow
signifies horse trails (which hikers may use,
but horses have the right of way).

Fees:

Blazes along a hiking trail.

• It costs $10 per non-commercial vehicle,
$5 for pedestrians. This pass is good until
six days after purchase. You can purchase a
year-long pass for $20.
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La HARGROVE • PHOTOS BY FOCUS EDITOR MEGAN ROSS

Mountains blanketed by plush
forests, rolling country hills, glistening waterfalls — with all the
natural beauty of the Shenandoah Valley
surrounding JMU, you'd think students
would jump at the chance to explore it.
Yet some seem apprehensive about
spending even an afternoon out in an area
famous for its outdoor opportunities. It
could boil down to plain old intimidation in miles of wilderness, where to start? What
to pack? What to wear?
For mountain novices, a short afternoon
hike on a sunny weekend afternoon might
be the answer, especially with autumn just
around the comer.
"[Hiking] is better than doing the same
old thing here every weekend," junior Mike
Moore said. "It's not too hot and it's not
freezing at night yet. It's the perfect weather
and nature is cooler looking."
There are a variety of hikes to try out, for
every level of experience. They range from
extreme hikes like the 2,160-mile
Appalachian Trail to the mildly painless
two-hour trek up North Mountain in
Orkney Springs.
Wilderness Voyagers sales clerk Cheri
Greenfield said that she often recommends
hiking in Shenandoah National Park to
first-time hikers. The park, located off of
Route 33 East, contains dozens of trails that
are well-maintained, monitored and vary in
distance. Greenfield said, however, that takMathews Arm

Skyline Drive is a
105-mile road
that runs through
Shenandoah
National Park.
Several pull-offs
reveal scenic
mountain vistas,
picnic areas,
trails, gas, food,
visitor information, campsites
and lodging.

Walk
ing a hike isn't simply "a walk in the
woods" — people must take certain precautions while spending even a few hours in
the wild.
"Water is important. A lot of people
don't realize that you're going to work up a
thirst even on a short hike," she said.
Carrying a map, light and an extra shirt
isn't a bad idea either.
"Be aware of where you're going. Know
how far it is and know your limits,"
Greenfield said.
Keeping an eye on weather conditions
before departing is also recommended
because of the drop in temperature in higher altitudes, Greenfield said.
According to Shenandoah National Park
Interpretive Park Ranger Heather Gockley,
hikers should also be aware of the wide
range of wildlife while visiting the park.
Some animals include deer, black bear, bobcat, turkey, over 200 species of birds, salamanders, two poisonous snakes including
the timber rattlesnake and copperhead (and
many other harmless species), groundhogs
and chipmunks. Although some seem
friendly, Gockley said that it is highly
important not to touch or feed them.
"Never feed wildlife — for your own
personal safety as well as the safety of the
animals," Gockley said. "Deer have sharp
teeth and carry the deer tick, which carries
lime disease."
Deer need the natural fats found in types
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JMU alumnae Erin Gibney ('981 stops to sketch a waterfall while hiking in Shenandoah
National Park. Over 500 miles of trails exist in the park, ranging in length from just a
few miles to over 100.

of nuts to survive winter, Gockley said, and
it is paramount that they not depend on
"people food" for nourishment.
When asked to give some advice for
first time hikers, Moore, with an expression
that suggested experience, warned, "Keep
your food away from your campsite."
Moore's warning comes from a typical fear
among hikers and campers: bears.
Gockley said that in most cases, bears
will usually run away. However, she
stressed that "bears know what coolers
are" and it is a good idea to keep food
locked up in the trunk of your car if you

decide to camp.
"Bears are pretty much scared of people," she said. "If you see one, start talking
loudly . . . slowly back away to a safe distance and then turn away. Try to make
yourself look bigger, if you have a pack,
hold it out to one side, if there are a few of
you, link arms — bears are afraid of anything that is bigger than they are," she said.
The fact that bears share the woods
shouldn't discourage first-time hikers from
exploring.
"I've lived here for seven years and I
haven't seen a bear yet," Greenfield said.

Along with animals, some plants can be
dangerous. Poison ivy, sumac and oak are
prevalent in the woods so it helps to be able
to identify these types of leaves.
Cleaning up the campsite is vital to
keeping the area beautiful.
"Leave no trace [of your presence]. The
resources are there for everybody, not just
one person," Greenfield said. "Be really
respectful . . . pick up trash if you see it.
Keep your dog on a leash ... and make sure
you take your cigarette butts with you
when you leave."
In early October a Leave No Trace/Land
Management clinic will be held at the
University Recreation Center (UREC).
UREC offers a Dressing for the Outdoors
clinic on Nov. 11 to provide more detailed
information on recommended attire.
Structured hikes such as those offered by
UREC are good for beginners and people
with less hiking knowledge. UREC offers
several hikes as a part of their adventure
program. The fees for these hikes are anywhere from $12.25 to $108.25, depending
upon the selection.
The first trip was this past Saturday, a
day hike to Fridley's Gap in the George
Washington National Forest.
Others in the future include a two-day
hiking and rafting trip along the New
River on Sept. 25-26. Although anyone can
sign up for the hikes, swimming ability is
required for rafting trips.
On Oct. 9, another day hike to Big
Schloss will take place, where nesting peregrine falcons can be found in the cliffs.
Those who venture out on their own to
spend some time in the great outdoors
mostly have the same reason for wanting to
go. As junior Derek Beitner said, "It's nice to
get away from everything and everyone
around here. It's relaxing."
This past May, three recent JMU graduates returned from their hike along the
Appalachian Trail. Mike Adamo ('97) and
Steve Beggs ('98) hiked for 103 days from
Springer Mountain, Ga., to the summit of
Mt. Katahdin, Maine, on Aug. 20, 1999.
Blaine Garrison ('99) had to leave early due
to shin splints. Part of the trio's mission was
to raise awareness and money for the
American Cancer Society.
Adamo said "... We are not sure how
to feel. We are happy to finish but sad that
our summer experience is over."
Even if you're not quite ready to hike
the Appalachian Trail, it is the perfect time
to get out for an afternoon and go exploring. It could be the best way to de-stress
from daily pressures and a change from
the usual weekend scene — especially at
this time of year while the fall colors are at
their brightest.

A Word About Wil
The Shenandoah Valley hosts hundreds of |
species of wildlife, including deer, bear, bobcat, turkey, over 200 species of birds, salamanders, snakes, chipmunks, groundhogs,
and other small animals. While most animal \
encounters aren't dangerous, you should be
aware of a few "rules" while hiking.

• Do not pet or feed wild animals.
Deer, for example, appear friendly at
Shenandoah National Park, but have shar;
teeth and carry the deer tick, which may
carry Lyme disease. It's important not
allow wildlife to become dependant >n
"people food" because it deprives animals of natural fatty
acids they need to survive
winter.

• If you see a bean
Although sightings are rare and
actual encounters are even less
likely to occur, they do happen.
Just in case you come across one:
• Don't turn and run. Bears can
outrun the fastest Olympic sprinter, and if you start nanning there
is a good chance they will follow. Instea
slowly back away to a safe distance and
then turn away.
• Never look a bear in the eyes.
According to Interpretive Park Ranger
Heather Gockley, "it could mean a challenge." If you want to scare it off, "try to
make yourself look bigger. Beare won't
attack something bigger than themselves,"
she said. Hold your pack out to one side,
wave your arms, and "talk loudly to the
bear."
• If you're camping, DO NOT leave food in
your tent at night Bears can smell it. Keep it I
in the trunk of your car if possible.
Otherwise, tie it between two trees at least
20 feet off the ground and six feet from the
nearest branch. Do not keep it in coolers
because according to Gockley, bears are
smart enough to recognize and open them.

• If you see snakes:
Keep your distance. "They won't harm you
unless you provoke them," Gockley said.
She recommends taking a wide path around j
them.

Big Meadows

Swift Run Gap

Distance (miles)

Loft Mountain

Rockf ish Gap
(Near Waynesboro)
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Cant remember the last
time you
changed the oil?
Come in to Blue Ridge Tire and
we'll do it right for only

5:30 p.m. • Zane Showker G003
PlZZA/DRINks
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Questions? call Matt Owens at 564-2836 or Allison
Conforti at 437-5227

Come see what we're about!
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includes filler & up to 5 quarts of oil
Expires 9/27/99
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♦ Come practice your interviewing skills!
♦ Companies participating include, AMS, Bell Atlantic, Capital
One, Circuit City, Consultec, Enterprise, Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, and VTLS, Inc.
♦ Receive feedback from employers!

SIGN-UP in Wilson 301
September 13-17
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Stevlt Ace /-/ores.
Killed by a drunk drivel
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway m Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your fnend
From driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes
FRIENDS DON! LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U S Dvpvtmtnt o' T<ansoortai.o"

If you have a resume, drop it off when you sign-up

• at
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Apply for the
GTE Visa' on the web
and get up to*5B of
FREE calling time.'
• *S of FREE calling time
just for applying.

The Breeze

Running in the "Burg
Date: Sept 15
Time: 7-8pm

/

/

/ /

DANCE. Dynamic Aerobic INJeuromuscular /
.-Combined Exercise
/
Date: Begins Sept 15, Wednesdays
Time: 9-1 Opm
\ \ V \
Ballroom Dancing
Date: Sept 17 - Dec 3
Time: 3-4pm
Cost: $25 per person

• Apply on the internet
and get an additional "13
of FREE calling time when
you make your first
purchase. ("S if you
apply by phone.)

/

x

, V
\

\

\
Swing Dancing
Date: Sept 17 - Dec 3
Time: 4:15-5:15pm
Cost: $25 per person

• Get a 5% rebate
towards calling on
all purchases/

Group Fitness Instructor Training
Date: Begins Sept 20, Mondays
Time: 5:30-7pm

• No annual fee.

\

'

\ \ N \

• No credit history required.

River Safety Clinic
Date: Sept 15
Time: 6-7:30pm
i Register by: Sept 15

/ / / /

!

www.gtecard.com
or

1-888-591-7900
'Calling IkM art* automatical!, ba cradttad to your 01T Calling Card account 'urn.n you carry • balanca trot,
month to month. Call our toll Iraa numbar or yiail oar •tab aita for compWta diacloaura ot tarraa and condition.
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S
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/////■

Lifeguard Training
//////
a
Date: Sept 14 - Dec 2, Tues/Thu
f j /
Time: 6:15-8pm
/ / / / / / / /
Cost: $65
/ / / / / •' 4Registration Closing Date: Sept 13
7
/
Level I Swimming
/ / .//
Date: Sept 16 - Nov 18, Thursdays /
Time: 6:30-7:15pm
Cost: $25

HH . -

Registration Closing Date: Sept 15

Level
Date:
Time:
Cost:

ll/lll Swimming
Sept 16 - Nov 18, Thursdays-' .
6:30-7:15pm / / /
/ ^
$25

Registration Closing Dat

Individual Events
& Policy Debate
competition available

Learn to Swim - Private Lessons / ./ /
Date: Sept 18 - Nov 20, Weekends/ / /
Cost: $12/hour
Call x8714 to register

vl H

iNi ^8-week Strength Training Program
Session I: M,W 5:30-6:30 p.m. (Sept 13 - Nov 3)
Session II: T,T noon-1 p.m. (Sept 14 - Nov 4]
~--'-4 \-Slgnlj-

•No experience necessary

^ \XA

Organizational Meeting
•Tuesday, Sept. 14
• 8 p.m.
•Anthony-Seeger Hall (Rm. 5)
For more information contact:
•Dr. Barbara Pickering at x3387 ore-mail at pickerba@jmu.edu
•Mr. Peter Bsumek at x3386 or e-mail at bsumekpk@jmu.edu
•Mr. Lee May field at x3427 or e-mail at mayfiecl@jmu.edu
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Vv \>

^ \Fit^e$s Ih^trtjctor Training Program (FITP)
^Irifb. Session: Sept. 7, 4 pm.
\ Vx

w rv

Time: 4-6 p.m.
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;
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UREC
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..for more information, vallxx8700/
or log on to:
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http://www.jmu. edu/'reoreapion
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Dukes finally beat Cavaliers
Burgess scores twice to give women's soccer first-ever win over UVa.

A

EFFREY CRETZ
contributing writer

The fans at Friday night's
women's soccer game certainly
got what they wanted as they
witnessed the Dukes rally from
a 1-0 deficit to defeat the nthranked University of Virginia
for the first time in school history. Junior forward Beth
Burgess scored both goals, the
first two of her collegiate
career, for the Dukes.
The game started with the
Cavaliers controlling the tempo.
Virginia led at halftime in corner kicks with six, while JMU
only attempted one. The Cavs
drew first blood with 32:29
remaining in the first half when
sophomore forward Darci Borski put the Cavs on the board off
of a comer kick.
"We were a little timid in the
first half," JMU coach David
Lombardo said. "We were questioning whether we were good
enough to compete with them."
Burgess knocked her first
goal into the left corner of the
goal, past the diving UVa. goalkeeper, Julie Harris. Burgess
was assisted by sophomore mid
fielder Jamie Miller with 19:58
remaining in the second half.
In addition to scoring two
goals, Burgess also had the
opportunity to play against her
best friend Katie Tracy. It was
Tracy who scored the game

STEVE GlASS/senior photographer

Freshman forward Teri Joyce pushes the ball upfield in Friday's win over Virginia. The Dukes
followed that win up with a victory over Rutgers Sunday, and host Fresno St. Tuesday at 7 p.m.

winning goal off of a diving
header with nine seconds left in
the final overtime to give the
Cavaliers a win over the Dukes
a year ago.
"This is the complete
dream," Burgess said. "These

are my first two collegiate goals.
I have some amazing expectations for this team. We are more
of a fighting team this year."
Lombardo said the win
against the cross-state rivals has
been something the Dukes have

been working toward for 10
years. He said he believes the
team earned it. JMU, celebrating
its 10th season of women's soccer, was 0-8-2 against the Cavaliers heading into Friday's game.
"In the first half, we were

playing a 4-4-2 offense, but in
the second half, we switched
our formation to a 3-4-3. We
had to chase goal and put pressure on them and they were letting us play," he said.
JMU sophomore goalkeeper
Suzanne Wilson made seven
saves on the night.
"I get really nervous before
each game, but I'm excited as
well," Wilson said. " I try to
mentally focus."
Wilson credited her defensive teammates with playing a
great game.
"This is a definite cause for
bragging rights and it's really
exciting to have this win," Wilson said.
The roaring JMU sideline
also played a part in this important win. The players thanked
the fans at the conclusion of the
game with a victory lap.
With a victory over a successful program like UVa., the
Dukes are looking to make a run
for another NCAA bid this year.
JMU continued its winning
streak Sunday with a 1-0 overtime win over Rutgers in Piscataway, N.J. Senior Aimee Grahe
scored the game-winning goal
on JMU's third shot in the overtime period.
Freshman Meredith McClure
recorded the assist on the goal.
The Dukes host Fresno State
University tomorrow at 7 p.m.
at Reservoir Street Field.

Ohio State upsets fifth-ranked JMU, 4-3
Field hockey team loses for the first time this season as Buckeyes remain undefeated

Ji

AN BOWMAN
contributing writer

The JMU women's field hockey team
could only express one emotion after
Thursday afternoon's loss to the visiting
Ohio State Buckeyes: disappointment.
The unranked Buckeyes won the game
4-3, not only holding the fifth-ranked
Dukes to their lowest point total of the
season, but also becoming the first team
to take and maintain a lead versus JMU
this season.
"We didn't play with our given emotion or skill," Dukes' coach Christy Morgan said. "This game is about desire, and
we just didn't come to play."
Junior goalkeeper Amanda Latz
expressed similar thoughts.
"We lacked in confidence today. We let
down mentally," Latz said.
The Dukes started the game off with a
bang early in the first half as senior back
Katrina Hunter scored at the 30:19 mark
DYLAN bOVCHERLEIsenior photographer
with assists from junior Liz Sanders and
senior Sara Perilla. Then things started to Senior Coleen Kreiger gets ready to center a pass in Thursday's home loss to Ohio
State. JMU rebounded with a 3-0 win over Michigan Sunday.
go downhill for the Dukes.

With 11:36 left in the first half, Ohio
State's Diana Kuser tallied an unassisted
goal off of a penalty shot. At the 2:18 mark
in the first half, the Buckeyes took a 2-1
lead, the first deficit for the Dukes this season, on a goal from Camilla Robinson,
assisted by Haley Fox. Ohio State took that
2-1 lead into halftime.
"Ohio State did what they wanted,"
Morgan said. "They denied our forwards
the ball and we played very sporadically."
However in the first half, the Dukes
out-shot the Buckeyes inside the circle by a
margin of 14-4 and had an overall advantage in shots, 25-15.
The second half started off with a
defensive tone, with each team holding
the other scoreless until the 19:58 mark.
The Buckeyes Marije van Nouhuys scored
the first of her two goals off of an assist
from Katie Hobson, giving Ohio State a
3-1 lead.
The Dukes finally scored again at the
6:30 mark of the second half with an
unassisted goal from junior forward Julie
see FIELD page 31
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Top Five Reasons to Work for The
5. You get to register early.
4. You know the 'Darts & Pats' before everyone
else.
3. It helps build your resume.
2. You get paid for it.
1. You get free food.
For more info on how you can work
for the Breeze, call x6127

Very limited spaces are available for
JMU's exchange program to Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea for Spring
2000.
* Requirement: Minimum
3.0 (5PA
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
tobler@jmu.edu
x6273
/; -^ Office of International Programs
James Madison University
H.lleiMl BC ISM. Him»l<«|. Vft 12107. Tel 540-5««-Ml». Fix S40-54MWO. uttiMtioulflai tdi

Tuesday 9/13

Guest Sorority
Bartender
Night!

BOOK RUN 96
BI6W0RDS.com - the world's most dangerous textbook cartel.

This Week: Sigma Kappa

SAVE UP TO 40%. FREE DELIVERY!'
WE PROMISE NOT TO RIP YOU OFF...(«»«].

BUY TEXTBOOKS ONLINE.
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Time to fire up the Bandwagon
Win in home opener gives JMU fans something to cheer about
Now that Mickey Matthews
has win No. 1 under his big
Texan belt, it's fair to say expectations are going to be high for
this year.
So everyone, all together
now, just like Redskins fans are
known to do when the team is
performing well, let's get on the
JMU football bandwagon.
It'll be fun. Students can actually go to the games, razz the
opponents, and start cool chants
like "Luckie, Luckie, he's our
man, if he can't do it, the Pack
man can!"
From what everyone tells me,
the Marching Royal Dukes are
the stuff (I'm tone deaf, hence
why I like Britney Spears) and
while JMU doesn't have great
fight songs like the FSU war
chant, the "Notre Dame Fight
Song" or even "Hail to the Victors" (Michigan), there is that
catchy number the band does
every so often that makes you
want to get up and shake your
money maker.
You know the bass guitar riff,
it's cool.
But seriously, did anyone
think Alex Wood's 3-8 hangover
from last year would carry over
into the Matthews era?

You knew it wouldn't be
long before the Dukes turned
things around on the Bridgeforth
turf — Matthews brought in his
own staff (save defensive ends
coach Bernard Clark), a boatload
of transfers and a winning attitude to the 'Burg.
Still, more than halfway
through the first quarter of the
Dukes home opener against
Northeastern, Mickey, along with the
10,200 fans had to be
thinking, "Here we
go again."
JMU had already
turned the ball over
once, and after a disastrous punting escapade
which led to another
Huskies touchdown
pass, the Dukes, down 14-0,
were pinned deep in their own
territory. Quarterbck Charles
Berry, passing from his own end
zone, threw an ill-advised pass
over the middle that was intercepted.
Northeastern had a chance to
go for the jugular with two minutes and 9 seconds left in the
first quarter.
Season over, right?
Apparently most fans

thought so — before Berry had
even trotted off the field, the boo
birds were out in full force.
Harsh.
Fortunately for the Dukes,
the defense forced a turnover
on the ensuing play, sparking a
29-point scoring binge for Berry
and Co., and with a little somethin' somethin' from Delvin
Joyce on special teams, the

Saturday's win was a 180degree turn from the 47-0 shellacking suffered at the hands of
No. 10 Virginia Tech in the season opener. I hope nobody used
that game as a litmus test for
JMU's season: the Hokies are
likely to be in the Bowl Championship Series, and in Lee Corso's
book, they've got a crack at the
national title.
JMU, on the other
hand, shouldn't be
counted out in the
Atlantic-10. But the
two eye sores on an
otherwise banner day
could hinder JMU's
chances of a winning
— Jason Mclntyre
season: a shoddy secondary (with the
exception of Ron
Dukes rallied for a 29-21 victo- Atkins, a hitting machine) and
ry, Matthews' first win as a the ankle of Berry.
head coach.
The secondary was victim"Mickey
Mouth,"
as ized by the Hokies in the opener,
Matthews was wrongfully and the Huskies scored two
tabbed in an off-base letter to touchdowns through the air Satthe editor last week, told urday. With the A-10 boasting
reporters following the game, "I strong-armed quarterbacks like
think once we look at game Chris Boden (Villanova), Todd
film, we'll see how much we Bankhead (UMass) and Ryan
dominated this game after the Day (New Hampshire), the secfirst six or seven minutes." He ondary will have to get its act
doesn't mince words.
together, quick. The defensive

Return of the
Mac

Have the crowds at UREC got you down?
W Looking for a complete state-of-the-art
fitness facility to meet your needs?

STUDENT
SEMESTER
SPECIAL

I

ONLY

Musi present JML' ID. new members
only, must be 18 or older, not to be
used u'/aor other offer

H
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line and linebackers are far too
good to allow this to be their
downfall. (Note to the Bridgeforth public address announcer:
if the secondary lets Matthews
down again, go with "Paging
Tony Booth, Paging Tony
Booth.")
Berry, who left the Virginia
Tech game with a bum ankle and
didn't return, reinjured the ankle
in the second quarter Saturday.
Backup John DeFilippo filled in
admirably, leading the Dukes on
a scoring drive, but did cough up
two fumbles, one at the Huskies
10-yard line. Berry returned to
score on a four-yard touchdown
scamper, but the Dukes racking
up victories is contingent upon
his health.
So now that the bandwagon
is fired up, everybody hop on for
Saturday's trip to New Hampshire. Delvin Joyce, he of the
electrifying 51-yard punt return
for a touchdown is driving, and
Curtis Keaton, who didn't get
caught from behind this time on
his 40-yard touchdown jaunt, is
riding shotgun.
jason Mclntyre is a senior SMAD
major with a fondness for Harbro
gummi bears.

UTILMS

JP Yes? Then you must visit
NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER 433-3434

(located in the Kroger shopping

center across from Valley Mall)
* Over 20,000 sq. ft. of the best equipment & service
* Sauna/Jacuzzi & Indoor Track
* Huge Free Weight Area
* Itoo cardio theaters with 5 TV's
* Over 40 pieces of cardio machines
* NEW! Hammerstrength & Nautilus
All students
* Kardio Kickboxing Classes
welcome!
*NEW! Tone Zone Class
* Fully furnished shower/locker rooms
in Nautilus Fitness Center
* Within minutes of student housing
* Convenient Hours 5 AM -10 PM
- GENESIS BEDS ARE TOP QUALITY!
' Best service this side of the Mississippi
* Open 7 days a week
GET A MUCH DEEPER TAN!
* Convenient Parking

Infinity Challenge Class! It's 3 hours of
«
«»» non-stop aerobics on Tues/Thurs from 4:30-7:30 PM?:^ii§*£©»,
So for et about
S
always being late ... you simply join iii the class
f ^i*.
when you get to the Club and do your hour of exercise! Of course,
warm up & cool down required. Join us for a great workout!

DOLPHIN
BAY
TANNING

- FALL TANNING SPECIAL AS LOW AS
$2/Visit
- HIGHEST UV OUTPUT AVAILABLE
-WIDE, COMORTABLE BEDS
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Bill NavcW^mmm* saved these
kids from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard.
• VerleetaWooten found
several new stars, but
i , not an astronomer.
shes

And
Ivan' Neal ^put out
™ **1VU
a lot of fires, but he's
not a firefighter.

These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Cali 1-800-45-TEACH.
IAE

XO

AKA

AXP

Take the opportunity to attend the

(

l

Men s Rusfi Torum
Oven O-fouse Scdecfufe:
Sept 16

Sept 15

Sept. 14
De taChi

6:00-( >:30

Chi Phi

6:40-7:10

Pi* Cappa Phi

6:00- 6:30

Kappa Delta Rho

6:40-7:10

Theta Chi

7:20-7:50

Sigma Nu

7:20-7:50

Pi Kappa Phi

8:00-8:30

ZetaBetaTau

8:40-9:10

Sigma Ph Epsilon

8:40-9:10

Kappa Sigma

9:20-10:50

Alpha Kappa Lambda 8:00-8:30

Alpha Chi Rho

6:00-6:30

Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI) 6:40-7: \(\
Kappa Alpha

7:20-7:50

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

8:00-8:30

Sigma Chi

8:40-9:10

Sept. 13 615: Warren Hall Patio
Sept. 14: Uillageflrea
11 a.m.-3p.m.

Where to go:
KA
K.W
FIJI
IIKA
IAE
EX

M.'SM.nSi
415 N l.nVm Si
1151 Mat ...k
IIM llaiwn Si
MO WJnw L»
725 S Mm Si

If you have any questions, please call: Derek Vfcko, IFC Rush Chair 437-2822
Check out our website: www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/greeklife

KAP

nKA

ZBT
.»»««»«•**«•* ♦« t i ti* H"v>'i* ■'

nKO
v

<

'»••••<««(

•...», »»».</ • •
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Dukes rally behind Joyce's heroics, 29-21
DUKES, from page 1
JMU scored its first three
points of the season on Mike
Glover's first career field goal
with 12:46 to play in the first half
and then the JMU defense forced
the Huskies to punt after three
plays. Joyce then stole the show.
It looked like Northeastern's
punt coverage was on top of
Joyce when he fielded the punt
on his own 49-yard line, but the
speedy 5-foot-7 Joyce broke from
the pack and sprinted downfield and into the end zone for
six points. Glover's extra point
brought the score to 14-10 with
more than 10 minutes to play in
the half.
"We just needed a little
spark," Joyce said. "Everybody
did a good job blocking and I
just needed to get something
going."
The Dukes scored first in the
second half, thanks to a fumble
on a botched handoff between
Northeastern QB Fred Vallett
and running back L.J. McKanas.
Junior defensive end Chris
Morant recovered the ball on
Northeastern's 24-yard line and,
three plays later, junior quarterback Charles Berry ran into the
end zone to give JMU its first
lead of the season. The extra
point put JMU up, 17-14, with
13:41 left in the third.

A large part of the Dukes'
turnaround was their ability to
spread the ball around. They ran
for 125 yards and passed for 249.
Fleshman made five catches for
100 yards. Junior Earnest Payton
made five receptions (59 yards)
and senior Marcus Griffin
caught four passes (33 yards).
Berry was 14 for 25 for 198
yards, but missed part of the second quarter after reaggravating
the ankle injury he suffered last
week. Junior John DeFillipo was
3 for 6 for 51 yards while playing
in place of Berry.
"We came out in the second
half and did a real good job of
spreading the ball out and making things happen on offense,"
Joyce said. "That's what we need
to do to be successful."
Three more points on
Glover's second field goal gave
JMU a 20-14 advantage into the
final quarter.
The score remained 20-14 late
into the fourth quarter when
senior defensive end Jason
Parmer dropped Vallett in the
end zone for a safety, extending
JMU's lead to 22-14.
Joyce, who injured his ankle
in the game and was used primarily on special teams,
returned the ensuing punt to the
Northeastern 40-yard line.
Senior tailback Curtis Keaton
took the first down handoff,

rushed around the right side of
his offensive line, made a cut
toward the middle of the field
and made his way into the end
zone for his first touchdown of
the year. The extra point concluded a string of 29 unanswered JMU points and put the
Dukes ahead 29-14.
"The line did exceptionally
well," Keaton said. "I just happen to be the one who was able
to reap the benefits of scoring the
touchdown."
Keaton said he was not worried when JMU fell behind 14-0.
"By no means were we worried," said Keaton, who went
over the 100-yard mark for the
second straight week. "There
was no need for us to get our
panties in a jiffy."
The Huskies had enough left
in them to scare the Bridgeforth
Stadium crowd by returning a
kickoff to the JMU 19-yard line
and scoring seven plays later,
but Northeastern's onside kick
failed and JMU was able to run
out the clock to preserve its first
win of the season, 29-21.
JMU travels to New Hampshire Saturday to face the Wildcats.
"I'm more worried about our
injury situation than I am about
New Hampshire at this point,"
Matthews said. "It was a costly
win."

rVALLEY
•LANES

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/;rmor photographer

JMU junior wide receiver Lindsay Fleshman makes a catch
Saturday. Fleshman had five receptions for 100 yards in the game.

Want to lead an
<
Amative Spring Break W
A,.

Trip Leaders Interest Meeting
September 13 at 9pm in Taylor 306
Trip Leaders Interest Meeting
September 20 at 9pm in Taylor 405
Questions?
Community Service-Learning
Wilson 204, 568-6366
e-mail: houserkm

C -i

\\ e d n es d a y
1..

,

IJII'I

, Friday.
'Saturday
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Country
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$10.00
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The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

■jZa.

Making it easier everyday!

send a
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HELP WANTED
■ full Time cC Tan Time positions available
Apply in person.
Exit 243 off l-»l • 121 Pleasant Valley ltd. •
Positions Available:
• cooks
• servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• night maintenance

Old Country Store

574-3099

Get away from the

DART
or a

RAT

SIDEWALK

SALE!

T-SHIRTS • USED CDS
ACCESSORIES • BOOkS
VINYL • ALL THE LATEST HiTS!
TONS OF STUFF
Marked Down
& priced to MOVE!

FRI. SEPT. 17th
SAT. SEPT. 18th
SUN. SEPT. 19th
IN KROGER SHOPPING CENTER
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
www.plan9mu8ic.com

We have amenities galore:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for etheruel access to campus. *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Pull time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

Olde Mill Village
11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

I

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our website - www.oldemillvillage.com
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Field hockey
loses first game
of the season

At the Lou Onesty Invitational in Charlottesville, the JMU women took home first place with a
score of 19, besting the host Cavaliers, who finished in second place with a score of 57. JMU's
top finishers in the 5,000 meter race were senior Heather Hanscom, who won the race with a
time of 17:43.40, senior Bethany Eigel, who finished second in 18:17.30, junior Keisha Banks,
who earned a third place finish in 18:29.20, sophomore Michelle Smith, fifth place with a time of
18:41.20, and junior Brett Romano, who took eighth place in 18:46.70.
On the men's side, the "B" squad finished fifth out of 10 teams. Leading the way was freshman
David Raymond, who came in 20th with a time of 27:12.60. Freshman Drew Stockdreher
earned 23rd place with a time of 27:32.10.

III ID, from pag* 25

Martinez, pulling to within one
goal at 3-2.
The Buckeyes put the game
on ice though with 3:45 left as
van Nouhuys scored her second
goal, this one unassisted. A furious rally saw a flurry of shots by
the Dukes in the last two minutes, resulting in a goal from
junior forward Liz Sanders at the
49.5 second mark, but it wasn't
enough as time eventually ran
out for JMU.
"We lacked determination,"
junior back Heidi Arnaudon
said. "We did not play as physical as we could have."
Morgan said, "You have to be
able to make adjustments on the
field and we simply weren't able
to do it this game. However, one
bad game does not make for a
bad season."
On the same note, Arnaudon
said of the upcoming three-game
road trip for the Dukes, "I
believe this road trip will spark
new excitement."
"We're still early in the sea-

MEN'S SOCCER
JMU played Pennsylvania to a 2-2 draw in the first round of the George Mason/Kappa Soccer
Classic Friday at George Mason Stadium.
In the 48th minute, sophomore Reggie Rivers scored his first goal of the season to knot things
at 1. JMU junior Niki Budalich scored his third goal of the season 32 seconds after the Quakers
second score to provide the final margin.
Sunday, JMU topped Portland 3-2 in the final game of the Soccer Classic. The win improved the
Dukes to 3-0-1 on the season. After falling behind 1-0, the Dukes scored three straight goals, as
junior Brandon Wright tallied at 28:44 on an assist from Budalich, junior Atle Rognerud scored
at 47:57 on assist from Wright, and Budalich closed the JMU scoring at 53:13 mark.

VOLLEYBALL
The hottest team in JMU athletics contined its roll this weekend in the St. John's Classic ir
Jamaica, N.Y.
JMU dropped only one game while notching wins against Princeton, Lafayette and host St.
John's to capture their second regular-season tournament title of the season, and improve to 7-0.
The undefeated start is the program's best in 14 years of Division I play. The Dukes are closing
in on the school's best start since 1984, when in Division II, they opened the season with 10
wins.
Senior Taryn Kirk stole the show in her home state, as she hit with a .549 accuracy, and was
in on 19 blocks. So far this season she is hitting .467, compared to her JMU record-setting 1998
average of .340. She set a career-high with 11 blocks against Princeton.

RUGBY
The Rugby team opened the season with a 61-0 pasting of Catholic University Sunday.

son," Latz said. "We can use this
as a positive motivator. It was a
lesson well learned. We'll be
coming out with something to
prove this Sunday."
In Charlottesville Sunday, the
JMU blanked Michigan, 3-0, to
improve to 3-1 on the season.
Junior Theresa Dinallo got
things started for the Dukes with
23:58 left in the first half when
she scored an unassisted goal for
a 1-0 lead.
Three minutes later, senior
defender Katrina Hunter scored
off an assist from Perilla and
Sanders.
That threesome got together
12 minutes later for another goal,
and the final 3-0 margin.
The stingy JMU defense, led
by junior Whitney Diebolt, held
the Wolverines in check much of
the afternoon, allowing only
three shots from inside the circle,
That made things easy for Latz
in goal, as she earned her second
shutout of the season.
JMU returns home to face
Radford Sept. 24.

McPOlfALP'S
(52.7%) JIflIf
Freshmen have

DOLLAR PEALS ARE HERE
JUST FOR YOU!

8 OOGtMSSp D®§§ CDL7 HELD©

per week.

START YOUR MORNING WITH A

EGG McMUFFIN

&**

OR HAVE A

NONE

QUARTER POUNDER
WITH CHEESE

1-3

JOT

41.3*

114%

4-6

DINNER
tADE FOR YOtJT

LLUNCH|R

7-9

AAA7

10-12

FOR 0NLY|P0LLAR!

13+

FOR A LIMITED TIME

dMsomeM/>5"«y

111
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyv

Drink (drink) vt. one drink=one 12 oz. beer=4-5 oz. wine=1 oz, 100 proof liquor
•

TM

http://www.lmu.edu/MostOlUs
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nopp

18,000

Grocer/ Outlet

Featuring close-outs from the
grocery industry that

PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

MB YOU MONEY

TODAY

New items arriving constantly.
Ail items 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.
We Accept Food Stamps

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your hard
Earned Grocery Dollars

Shouldn't your ad be
here?

2475-A South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)

(540) 434-8848

A

Other Locations:
Middletown. PA
Knox, PA
Ephraia. PA

s,ore Hours:

(A" Locations)
Mon.-Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8-5 •—/*
CLOSED Sunday
—*-

Call 568-6127 for advertising information.

Crab Legs Nile $7.99/ b
Tuesday Night and Sunday Night
Tuesday Night
Jimmy O offer 10 p.m.

Oysters
$3/
doz.
Raw/ Steamed Only

Tips For Safety
Before you hop on your bicycle remember these tips for a safe ride!

f)iH)Ue£

Wednesday Night
after 4 p.m.

CM

Clam Raw/
Night
$7.95
doz
w7 Steamed Only
Thursday Night after 4 p.m.

Jerry Wrnmer of the "WORX"
offer 10

The Franklins
Friday Night
after 10

Weekend Entertainment
'

I

4

Late Nite Menu- available until 1:30 am
Mild, Med. Hot. or Hellfire
Sunday Brunch 11 a.m.- 3 p.m
Large Lunch Menu

Wings $3/d<
$3/ doz-

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Same Owner/New Name

^MS
A5C

Parking Division
Bike Number:
XXXXXXXXXXXX

Bike Smart Bike Safe
Register your bike with the JMU Parking Division.' If your bike is
stolen, JMU police will do their best to find it. If you have any questions or would like to register your bike, please call the JMU parking

30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

JMU "Bike

division at 568-6913.

&

GRILL

Sponsored by JMU Department of Health Sciences under a grant from George Mason
University and the Department of Motor Vehicle s.
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Sept. 13th -16th at 7:30 pm

TODD
SCHLABACH

RUN LOLA RUN
Students $4.00 w/JACcard.

433-9189

Wed. Sept. 15th at 9:00 pm

Artfll
Dodger

THEA

Coffeehouse

On the Terrace
WKKKMiUkMMUiAt^Kk
432-11 79

434-8777
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Female Singer/Songwriter

Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
1

2

3

MA

'4

5
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7
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9
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13
1
4
8
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45

37
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■
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29
30
32
34
36
40
42
43
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49

ACROSS
Want _
Wound crust
Feels one's way
Boozer
Continental
currency
Nine-days'
devotion
City near the
Poconos
Brief summary
Social insect
Gene Barry TV
series, "Bat "
Hock
Leonine growths
Musical
postscript
Gray shade
"Les Preludes"
composer
Window parts
Jumper
Cars
Ripens
Badgers
Expenses
Replace a
stopper
Hazardous
Symbol of
achievement
"Road to _"
Eye amorously

50 Laughing
predator
51 Pelt
52 Burdensomely
54 Play on words
55 Scattering, as
seeds
56 Unable to tell one
pitch from
another
60 Deep furrow
61 Seth'sson
62 Sell-out letters
63 Marsh grasses
64 Change
completely
65 Gender
DOWN
Blockhead
Disney dwarf
Panama topper
Mailed
Divide cards
Smells
Jackpot
Pesky insects
Lariat
Makes cloudy
Individual
Create a
cryptogram
13 Finnish baths
18 Dancer Miller
22 Arrangement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

23 Tropical tree
24 On the briny
25 Gets stuck in
mud
28 "Bad. Bad _
Brown"
29 Did modeling
31 Preparing to kiss
33 _ cotla
35 Remains behind
37 Spooky state
38 Foray
39 Gin flavonng
41 Suffer from the

43
44
45
47
50
51
53
54
57
58
59

heat
Perches
Neglect
Turned on a pivol
Tennis partner?
Downs and Grant
Paul Newman
movie
Single time
Chilean currency
Silent assent
"We _ the
World"
Crafty critter

Answers to Thursday s puzzle:
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Bell Atlantic knows which way the future is headed, and we want you to go with us. We are one of the top performers in the hotly
competitive communications and information industry...essentially a one-stop shop for all of our customers' commujeations needs.
WVre looking for bright, innovative people with spirit and drive to help us design a wildly d^fitrent world.
out more, c
J0^W Services Office and visit us at 'Jump Statj^bur Job Search' wher^Mpu'll have an opp
jity to talk ^!th our represen
PalsoBave the oppormflWto take part in^^^activities such as jdlkiefcs/critiques, mo interviews, and employer inform
research.
^i^J
^. M

JurMp St^rt YOUPAJOI> S«^rck

Dxt«: Wednesday, September 15th
TiV«: 6j§f)pm - 8:00pm
UektiKSaylor 402 f^**
■
Visit your Career Development tenti for more information
% PORTUNF S

./

L.

h

Bell AtlanQfJBj^^equal opportunity/amr'mative action employer

O

©Bell Atlantic

www.BellAtlantic.com

O

*£
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BROUGHT TO YOU
BY TWO BEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.
To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
balance, coordination, and ability to see accurately. Skills that are <
essential to riding. After drinking or taking medication, don't ride.
That's the best prescription for your safety, MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

Plan your next social event at Key
West Beach Bar & Grill. Key West
offers on and off premis catering as
well as delivery for large groups.
Sunday and Monday evening Key West
is available for private parties.
"Ask About Our God Father Formal
Call for Details: 433-5895
20 West Mosby St.
Harrisonburq, VA 22801

The LOOK

HAIR and TANNING SALON

564-2770
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)
vu

•- WOLFF SUPER BEDS

Costco
Univtrtttv Blvd

Sheetz
g£&»

BUY I2TANNING VISITS
FOR $27 AND GET 6
VISITS FREE
$5 off any Perm or Color
$2 off HAIRCUTS
Use coupon by: 10/15/99

Tfre Breeze
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES
.

4*

Today's Birthday (Sept. 13)
Education is your key to success. Learn as
you work, and you'll win. Pick a juicy
prize for yourself in September. In
November, take a class that turns you on.
In December, find what you need in your
own backyard. Apply what you're
learning in February and settle into a new
and better rut in May. This one's of your
own design. In August, consider options
carefully and put in corrections.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 5 — You're drawing a lot of
attention to yourself. Some of
it's positive, but some is kind of
critical. You want to put on a
good performance, so you need to be
confident. You get there the same way
you get to Carnegie Hall. Practice,
practice, practice!
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —Today is
t
>-^.-^j} a 5 — Today, the first thing you
isS may notice is that a lot of
r „ '/• energy is needed to accomplish
\
even the simplest tasks. That's
because you're swimming against the
tide. Somebody's resisting you. Listen,

even if their idea is ridiculous. That might nobody else can. It might even be difficult
help them lighten up.
for you to travel, but you can get the
message across. So, do that.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 4 — It sure is Monday, isn't Libra (Sept 23-Oct 23) — Today is a
it? It seems like there's just one
6 — It might feel like there's not
hassle after another all day
enough money, but that's a
long. Maybe it's partially
temporary condition. Actually,
because it's so tough getting back into the
you may not get much more
rut, but that's what you should do. Stick money this week, but after about
with the routine, and things will go much Wednesday, you won't care. Something
you think you can't live without will fade
more smoothly.
in importance. Either that, or you'll find it
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is on sale. Look around.
an 8 — Even though it's
Monday, this day could be Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is
more relaxing than most.
a 7 — You're probably feeling
There's work to be done; that's
feisty and ready for a squabble.
true. Some might even be unusual, but /i~Tv.YJl Take care that you don't pick
you should be confident enough to try
one with a person who's in a
something different and succeed at it.
similar mood or who has a couple of
good friends. Instead of tossing your
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 4 weight around, how about tossing your
— Take things slowly today, weight in support of your team? That'll
one step at a time. Figure out be more effective.
the money as you go along, too.
It would be easy for you to Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
promise more than you can really afford,
Today is a 4 — You may spend
and that could be a bummer. You hate it
most of today playing catchup.
when you have to give something back.
A pile of stuff is left over from
last week and needs immediate
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a attention. Unfortunately, a bunch of new
7 — A checkmate situation is in stuff is coming in. Eek! Make setting
effect right now. You might be priorities your first priority.
able to get through, but almost

20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 p.m.
Sun. 12-5 p.m.
Call for directions.

New Release Sale
Tonight
at Midnight
.
• Leftover Salmon
• Queensr yc he
• 01f Dirty Bastard
• Death In Vegas
• Wood
• Earth To Andy
• Eve
• Beatles
(Yellow Submarine)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is a 3 — Watch out. You were
Agoing full speed ahead, and
now you might come to a
screeching halt. Traffic is
backed up for miles, maybe both literally
and figuratively. Stay in communication
with your partner. That's one way to find
a route around the blockage.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is
a 6 — Now that you know
what's expected, all you have to
do is follow directions. That's a
good idea once you figure out
which set of directions you should follow.
Everybody's got an opinion, and each is
sure they're right. Choose the leader who
serves you best.
-Tribune Media Services

JIUU
Women's Soccer

433-5550

Next Monday night: NINE INCH NAILS, Tori Amos,
Ben Harper, Type O Negative, and more!

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —Today
is a 9 — You can get what you
want, but it'll take a team effort.
(yf/ ) The problems you're facing are
V
as follows: not enough money,
not enough time and not enough money.
The key is to get more people on your
team. Start with that and don't worry.
You're hot.

vs. Fresno State
Tuesday
September 14
7 pm
Reservoir
Street
Soccer and
Lacrosse Field
www.jmu.edu/click on Athletics

DI77Z1

-ffirt

I)(>"'t forget your Pizza Hut Parking Lot Pizza
hang tag for the chance to win a FREE hot pizza
from Pizza Hut at the game!
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MCS INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22ND • 7:00PM - 9:00PM
SONNER HALL
We invite talented and ambitious students to learn more about PricewaterhouseCoopers and the exciting career opportunities that our Finn has to offer. We look forward to meeting you and
introducing you to representatives from our Management Consulting Services. Refreshments will be served. Attire is business casual. The Pre-Select drop date with the Academic Advising
and Career Development Office is Tuesday, October 5th.
www.pwcglobal.com/mcscareers

ftoCLWATEMOU&QoPERS i
Join us. Together we can change the world. SM
O I9H hXe~*titioulrtoapen UP. frxevramtaJieCoapen ie^ K> ** Ui 6™ tf

V.7.V.
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FRESH MADE BAGELS FRESH MADE BAGELS FRESH

A PARTY BAGEL
IS A MUST FOR
TAILGATING
Fresh Baked Bagels,
Cinnamon Buns
Muffins* More

^**H«WT*
Located next to Regal Cinemas
564-2676

FAN-A-MANIA RECOGNIZES ALL TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS:

BUY 7 BAGELS
GET 2 FREE

Come in every Wednesday and receive an additional 15% off any regularly priced
merchandise in stock. Just show your school ID or recent report card to any
Fan-A-Mania sales associate to receive your discount.

EXPIRES 10-30-99

20" Party Bagel - $38.99
Feeds 26 People. 3 Meats
& 1 Cheese
2 Convenient Locations

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Store # 2
Market Square East
1731S. High St.
1635-37 East Market St Harrisonburg, VA
Harrtaontaurg, VA
Phone: 432-1386
Phone 640-564-0416

'Discount will be taken off at register ind cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts, or coupons.

AGELS FRESH MADE

NSTABLE
OPERTY MANAGEMENT

Hey Students, crash here
every night and be that much
closer to campus, without
living on campus
•

ART

you WTO If?

A volunteer program for kids who care.
Help your child to do something tun and
important while helping the community.
Encourage them to volunteer or volunteer
with your child. For more information
on how you can get your kid into it,
give us a call at 1-800-77-YOUTH.

4-H is o proQiom of the
Cooperotrve E**«n*«on Sy»*»m

^TJ5

•

Lease Now
College Station • Madison Manor • University Court
Madison Square 'Olde Mill Village

Services:
* Furnished or unfurnished units
* Townhouses, apartments, and houses

* Individual and group leases
Convenient locations
Friendly neighbors

Key West
Celebrates
Vt's 2 year
Anniversary

n
*Q101-with £
prizes

^

'Ladies Night *4
starts at 9p.m.
*Free wings
from 9-10
* Jerry from
the works on
acoustics
outside

a

I

*Dancing Inside £

e
Tuesday
College Night-18 and over

Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Toll-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at vvvvw.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading)

"ABC On"
20 West Mosby St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
ALL NEW PROMOS GUARANTEED
TO BLOW YOU AWAY.
Call for Details: 433-5895
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City
of
Harrisonburg
The City with the Planned Future

Harrisonburg's newest...

Lifeguard (0741 -8W)

QACCEy

Lifeguards needed for Westover Swimming Pool, Department of Parks
and Recreation. Part time positions. $7.11 hourly wage. Morning,
afternoon, evening and weekend work avaiable. Flexible work hours.
Must have current certification to be considered.

Welcomes you back to the area.
Come try us out &
see for yourself!

Minimum Requirements: Please bring a copy of all your current
lifeguarding, WSI, CPR and First Aid certificates with you. A required
supplemental form concerning aquatic/first aid and CPR training may
be obtained by calling the City Manager's Office at 434-6776.
Application Deadline: Applications will be accepted until the positions
are filled.
In order to be considered for these positions you must submit a City of
Harrisonburg Application Form. Application forms may be obtained
from the City Manager's Office, 345 S. Main Street, or the VA Employment
Commission located behind Valley Mall. Application forms may also be
downloaded from our web site: www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us.

PIZZAS

6

*U

"ABC on

Submit applications to:
Human Resource Director
City of Harrisonburg
345 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Call us or Fax us
for your order.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HOURS: I(lam to lOpm

10% off w/JAC Card

&ke$€6foAat

2430 South Main St.
'Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone 540-434-3518
Fax 540-434-2078

**

x©-w ftmm
$&J5®* a» hur

Jhif\e and |£sgy ^arfynCf

'1W<br\ &ne \<bnfk and enfef f& Wnn a brand neW X*V«

When you complete one hundred hours in a semester and work through exam week,
you receive a bonus of $.50 for every hour you worked.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Roommate Needed - non-smoking
female for quiet two bedroom
apartment. 433-0890.
September Rent Free! Brand new
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath townhouse available immediately!
Microwave, washer/dryer, huge
kitchen. Ethernet connections.
Call 801-0660 today!

FOR SALE

TREK Aluminum Road Bike ■
Excellent condition, 24" frame.
$145. 433-9162.
Foxhlll Townhome - Partly
furnished, One year lease intact.
Great investment. 801-8904.

HELP WANTED
Driver's License Lost - or too many
points? Obtain an International
license that can never be
suspended or revoked. No GUIs.
Call 433-5177.

1998 GT Pro-performer Freestyle
Bike • perfect condition, $300.
Call Max 234-8836.

Earn Up to $800 Par Week Assembling products at home. No
experience. Info: 1-504-646-1700.
Dept. VA4806.

1978 Black Oldsmoblle 98
Regency ■ The Hoopdi you've
searched for! V8. 148K, power
windows and
locks,
good
condition. $1,000, o.b.o. 432-0787.
askewlbffjmu.edu.

Small Start Up Newspaper Seeks graphic designer with
experience and creativity. Hours
and pay negotiable. Call Chris or
Wendy at 432-6281.

Pugs - Utter Ready - Deposit on 2
others Black/Fawn. 828-4833.
Bleu The Youths Vol. 2 Mix CD for sale. For more information call
438 5630, leave message or email simoal50#fiotmai/.com.
1991 Chevy Cavalier Wagon Automatic. AC. well maintained,
$2,500. 828-4555.
Check Our Our Sensational 70's
Rack! Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
1989 Volkswagon Cabriolet
Convertible - Silver, 5 sod.. 98K,
good condition. 432-9577.

Wl Pay Cash - for used or damaged
electronics, VCRs, TVs. home
and car stereo. PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics. 434*800.
Sophomore/Junior to do Secretarial telephone, computer skills. Desire
business major. For Friday and
Saturday work at small industrial
site. Approximately 20 hours per
week, must be available for full time
in summer. 433-7867,9 am. - 5 pjn.
Cxceaont Opportunity - for additional
income! Part-time evenings. No
cold calling. Paid training.
Opportunity for advancement.
Great pay and benefits. 434*750.

EARN EXTRA $SS
SOCCER REFEREES
NEEDED
(USSF LICENSE PREFERRED)
Recreational & Travel League
Games: Sat. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sun. I p.m. - 4 p.m.
Minimum SI 2 per game
Must be USSF certified
for travel league games
Call 433-9247

Harrisonburg Soccer
Association
Member of VYSA
Part-time Sales Associate •
needed to sell women's clothing.
Apply at Alfred Ney's. 600 University
Blvd. 434-6433.
Free Baby Boom Box - Plus earn
$1,200! Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn up
to $4 per MarsterCard app. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE baby boom
box. 1-800-932*528. ext. 119 or
ext. 125. www.ocmconcepts.com
Attention Readers - Earn $325
weekly working 3 hours a day
helping expanding companies with
mailings. Paid weekly. Free report.
REW. Box 59, Amett, OK 73832.

Someone With Gardening Experience needed. Good pay, flexible hours,
must have transportation • in city.
Call 433-0052.
Cleaning Person Needed - for
commercial establishment. Call
43^7127.
Irish Step Dance Teacher Wanted Reputable studio. Experience
preferred. Call 433-7127.
Little Caesar's Drivers - $8 $15/hr.
Paid gasoline. Asst. Managers,
flexible schedule. 4389175.
Seeking Responsible Babysitter Any 2 days a week, very flexible
daytime hours. Experience &
transportation required. 433*996.
Earn Extra SSS - Be a high school
gymnastics judge Call 828-0243
if interested.
Part-time Delivery Person - for local
furniture store. Mon. and Fri.
afternoons. 433*909.
University Parking Services is currently seeking students
interested in working for the JMU
Parking Staff. Starting wage is
$5.95 per hour. For moie
information call 568*105 or email
yateswc&jmu edu. Applications
should be submitted to the Parking
Office located in Shenandoah Hall.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452 5901.

LOST & FOUND

Waitresses Needed - Jess' Quick
Lunch. Apply in person, 22 S.
Main Street.

Keys Found Near Hospital •
with bottle opener attatched.
Call 434 6922.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Private Guitar Lessons - Beginner
to intermediate. Theory and
technique!! $10/hr. 435-4734.

SKYDIVE! Come see what hundreds
of JMU students have experienced
at Skydive Orange! One day first
jump. Complete information is on
http://www.skydiveorange.com/
or call 1-800 SKYDIVE!

DJs For Hlrel Melrose parties,
formals. National DJ Connection.
4330360.

NOTICE
For more information and assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc..

at 13OO533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 nights, air, hotel, free
meals from $399! 1 of 6 small
businesses
recognized (or
outstanding ethics!
springbreaktravel.com
1*00*78-6386.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, nightlife! Panama
City. Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com
1*00*78*386.
Spring Brsak 2000 with STS - Join
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on campus reps. Call
1*00-648-4849 or visit online at
www.sfstravef.com.

A Sexual Assault
Survivors Group is forming now. Start date is
Thursday, September 23 from
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. Please
contact Teresa at 568-2831
or e-mail hmeyti&imu.edu
by September 20. 1999.

Place a Classified Ad in
Hie Breeze
$2.50 for the first ten words
($200for each artJitional ten)

5686127
Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!
For only $30 for third class mail.
or $75 (or first class mail, you
can receive a full year of
The Breeze1.
Please send your name.
address & money to.
The Breeze
MSC 6805, Anthony Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

"Where Buyer Meets Bargain"

Place your Breeze classified ad today!
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ONE TOPPING!
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Notyalldwith any other offer. No coupon necessary.

DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD
a
rjj

2

DOUBLE CHEESEYBREAD
w/sauce!

5♦

99

medium order

No coupon necessary

9

PIZZA PANIC

2 Mediums 1 -Topping

MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA
& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks

2 Medium Pizzas with Mopping

7*

99

No coupon necessary

10.99
••Xf

<w

Choose from Hand Tossed,
Thin Crust, or Deep Dish
No coupon necessary

I

l

